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Dyke, students discuss budget concerns
Wendy Wafrcn
news editor
Virginia's secretary of education and student
government leaders from across the state met at JMU
yesterday to share concerns over state budget cuts.
Secretary James Dyke Jr. asked for cooperation with
the cuts from students, faculty and even parents. But
the students said they also are worried about the
future.
"My concern is what's going to happen five or 10
years down the line," said Kevin Hughes, JMU's
student government president.
The state's side

"We're committed to moving forward," Dyke said.
"We've been through budget situations in the past,
and come through strong. There is support for higher

education in Virginia."
In cuts announced Sept. 13, the state took $238.8
million from the 1990-92 higher education budget.
But Dyke said the state wants to maintain projects
that provide for future academic excellence — like
library funding — even if it means lower faculty
salaries and funding fewer capital projects now.
"We've made significant progress in faculty
salaries," Dyke said. "Now, we hope faculty members
will stick with us."
And he said the state schools will continue to strive
for equal faculty pay in their peer groups, or groups
of schools similar in size and makeup to each school.
He also asked that institutions see the importance
of "good teaching, not just good research."
Concerning JMU, Dyke said the state still had a
"very favorable impression" of the proposed College
of Applied Science and Technology. Finding funds for

construction of the college may be tough, but "it's a
concept we clearly want to go ahead with," Dyke said.
"There is still some money to be spent, and we
want to focus on our plans for the 21st century."
JMU: expressing concerns

"I got to express my concerns and the concerns of
the students," Hughes said. "You shouldn't think that
the budget crunch will be solved by Secretary Dyke
coming here.. .. But it's a good first step."
Hughes is worried about the more than $9 million
cut to financial aid programs in 1990-92. "The state
has four guidelines for higher education, and one of
those is accessibility," he said. "That means financial
aid."
If more is cut, the state risks losing good students,
VISIT page 2

UVa dominates,
Dukes fold 2-0
Dan Goktstein
stqjFwriter
In the battle for Virginia state bragging rights,
the JMU men's soccer team learned a hard lesson
about even the shortest of mental lapses, falling
to UVa 2-0 last night in Charlottesville.
The Dukes fell to 6-3 and the 13th-ranked
Cavaliers improved to 5-2-2.
"At halfdme we were fortunate not to be down,
but I was satisfied at that point because we had
accomplished what we wanted," JMU coach Tom
Martin said. "And [our plan] was to shorten the
game to one half."
Unfortunately for the Dukes, their game plan
went to pieces at their feet within the first five
minutes of the second half.
At 50:40, UVa captain Richie Williams crossed
the ball from the right sideline to Ben Crawley,
who headed the ball low into the right corner —
putting the Cavaliers up 1-0. According to
Martin, what concentration the Dukes had then
disappeared.
"In that 10 minutes stretch ... we were dismal,
not flat, dismal," Martin said. "They scored a
goal, we lost our composure and then we were
even more dismal."
Less than five minutes later, JMU goalie Russ
Fant knocked down an 18-yard shot by the
Cavaliers' Brian Bates. And after what seemed an
eternity, UVa's Erik Imler punched the loose ball
into the right corner.
"I had time to get a drink of water and that was

\*SHA HUNT/THE BREEZE

JMU's Patrick Burke [right] takes a pass and tries to work the ball past the midfield during the
Dukes' 2-0 loss last night at Charlottesville. UVa's co-captain Jeff Agoos [left] stands in the way.

it — I turned around and they had scored again,"
Martin said.
Senior midfielder John Stroud,
who didn't suit up, watched from the bench
because of ligament damage to his knee sustained
in last week's Richmond match. According to
Martin, Stroud's leadership was sorely missed in
the second half.
"It's pretty obvious that we missed him in the

midfield — because he gives us that composed and
creative element," Martin said.
The Dukes' offensive chemistry never quite
worked, as the offense managed only two shots on
goal and never mounted any serious scoring
threats.
WAHOOS page 2
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them an at-large bid to the NCAA
tournament.

JMU managed to control the ball at
midfield but had no continuity upfront
and always seemed to be outmanned.
As a result, the Dukes subbed
constantly to find the right
combination. They never did.
The Cavaliers worked the ball upfield
and sent all their players forward on the
attack. The Dukes' plan, according to
Martin, was to counterattack to the
corners, but the constant UVa pressure
wore the defense down.

"Every time you play Virginia you
can learn something," Martin said.
"We found a couple things out tonight.
We found a couple kids who could play
at this level. And that could help us
down the road.''
The Dukes will try to rebound from
last night's loss as the take on
visiting 6-1-1 Mount St. Mary's at
noon on Saturday.

"UVa just kept running at us and
eventually we broke down," JMU
defender Scott Davis said.

JMU has won both meetings with
the Mountaineers — 1-0 last season in
Emmittsburg and 2-1 two years ago at
JMU.

Martin did manage to find some
positive aspects in the loss. He said
the team approached the game as a
learning experience, rather than a
chance to get an upset that might gain

Leading scorers for Mount St.
Mary's include senior Even Hytten
with seven goals and three assists and
senior Don Barry with six goals and
five assists.

VASHA HUNT/THF BREEZE

JMU's Ricky Engalfried [24] chases down UVa co-captain Erik ImJer.
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he said.
And the same scenario is true of out-of-state
tuition, he said. The state currently pays for
one-fourth of the educational costs of out-of-state
students at public schools. But because of the tight
budget, the state may be tempted to reduce its funding
for out-of-state students.
"If they do that, some good out-of-state students
won't come here," he said.
Hughes also believes funding for Carrier Library
should be increased, not restricted. "It's an investment
in the future," he said.
Concerns across Virginia
CHRIS HAWS/THE BREEZE

JMU SGA President Kevin Hughes (behind podium) organized yesterday's meeting at JMU between
Secretary Dyke and student representatives from Virginia's four-year, state-supported institutions.
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Several of the other schools are worried that they
couldn't use a surcharge to make up for the cuts.
At the College of William and Mary, for example,
"without a surcharge, the mission of the college is in
jeopardy," said Eric Kauders, a William and Mary
student who acts as a budget adviser to the student
government.
William and Mary, the University of Virginia and
Virginia Tech were not able to pass a surcharge to
make up for their 1990-92 cuts — which totaled $9
million, $33 million and $30.6 million respectively.
That's a lot to swallow, Kauders said.
"And we want to know more about growth," he
said. By 1995, colleges and universities expect to see
a dramatic increase in the number of college students.
And William and Mary, which Kauders described as
"anti-growth," wants to know how much of that
increase his school must face.
Virginia Tech students has been vocal in their
opposition to the budget cuts — holding a
5,000-person rally to protest the cuts. But Jim Budd,
student body president at Tech, said this meeting was
a chance to express his concerns in less emotional
manner.
"It was good to sit down and just talk," he said.
And Jennifer Barnes, student body president at
Radford University, said the .meeting provided a
chance for the student government presidents to share
concerns with each other.
"An important line of- communication is open
now," she said.
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Taking back the night
Julie Provcnson

JMU, city
go dark

staffwriter
The JMU chapter of the National
Organization for Women held
JMUs first "Take Back The Night"
ceremony and march Tuesday
evening on the commons to
increase awareness on campus about
sexual assault.
"We think it's important to get
this fear of sexual violence out in
the open," Stacey Beggs,
co-coordinator of JMU NOW, said
to a crowd of about 200. "The
purpose of this march is to raise
consciousness about sexual assault
and to work together to end sexual
violence."
According to Beggs, one out of
every four college women is a
victim of sexual assault, and 90
percent of the cases go unreported.
"Rape will not end by ignoring the
problem," Beggs said.
"How can a woman enjoy the
night with the threat of rape?"
Beggs asked. "Take Back The
Night' means we want violence to
stop. We want to be able to enjoy
the night,"
JMU NOW also has set specific
goals that will be presented to

Kiran Krfehnamurtrrv
staffwriter

SCOTT TRIB8l£/rHE BREEZE

Organizers of Take Back the Night: (I to r) Stacey Beggs, Lisa
McGuinness, Karin Wiskochil, Elizabeth Munson and Kerry Doto.
administrators to help end sexual
violence on campus. These goals
include: creating a women's center
at JMU; creating a sexual assault
handbook; developing a rape
awareness and safety program for
incoming freshmen; involving
more students on JMU's annual
lighting tour, and adding locks to
all women's restrooms in the
Village, Lake and Hillside area

residence halls.
A candlelight ceremony
remembering victims of sexual
assault — including the Central
Park jogger who was assaulted and
raped last year and murdered JMU
student Leann Whitlock — ended
the evening.
"Spread the news that sexual
assault doesn't have to be," Beggs
said. "We can fight it."

Monday morning's 20-minute
blackout darkened classrooms across
campus and cut power to about 18,000
businesses and residences in
Harrisonburg and Rockingham
County.
Power went out about 10:10 a.m.
and was restored at 10:30 a.m.,
according to Nancy Carmichael, district
manager for Virginia Power.
Crews servicing a transformer
installed last week at the Harrisonburg
substation short-circuited a relay
system, causing two circuits serving
Harrisonburg and the Massanutten area
to lose power, Carmichael said.
The situation is still under
investigation, she said.
The outage forced some teachers and
students to move class outside and
caused problems for paper-writing
students.
Mary Perramond, a French
instructor, opened the doors of her
ground floor classroom in Keczell Hall
to let in enough light to teach but
ended up taking her French 232
BLACKOUT page 9

Logan's Run bonds JMU and the 'Burg
Apnipwnet

,
—
assistant arts editor

Fifteen years ago, 30 men living in Logan Hall
decided they wanted to give something back to the
community.
They had a dream — to promote a cooperative spirit
between the JMU and the Harrisonburg community.
Little did they know how far their dream would
extend. Now their idea is the Blues tone area's
fundraising project, and it extends over 140 miles,
involves eight months of planning and has raised over
$66,000 in donations.
This weekend marks the 15 th annual Logan's Run
marathon, a 140-mile relay from the steps of the
Capitol in Washington, D.C., to the steps of
Rockingham Memorial Hospital.
"Ideally, Logan's Run is a community service
project that ties together JMU students and faculty
with the Harrisonburg community," said Kevin
Cromwell, administrative co-chairman of Logan's
Run XV. This year, the race is being called the "15th
i.

•

annual . . . nighttime, sweating, aching, caring,
giving, so they can rest better" run.
The 10 committees organizing the event have
established a fundraising goal of $8,000 this year, all
of which goes directly to RMH.
"The hospital has what is called a 'wish list.' It's
what items they would want us to consider donating
and that's what the money goes for. We actually
donate an item, so to speak," Cromwell said.
The wished-for item this year is a critical care bed
for the critical care unit. The bed will allow the
patient to remain in bed throughout procedures such
as weighing and X-rays.
"It alleviates a very painful procedure for a patient
in serious condition," Cromwell said.
In past years, Logan's Run has provided equipment
such as a bedside heart monitor and an electric muscle
stimulator for the hospital.
When the program began, the men from Logan Hall
would run while the females in Way land raised money
by obtaining sponsors.
Cromwell described the current runners as "just
students in general — we have a good variety of .

people from the JMU community as a whole.
"We encourage them [the runners] to be in shape,
and there is a training program that the cross country
coach made up for us a couple of years ago," he added.
Each team consists of three persons, and the
individuals inspire one another to keep going,
Cromwell said.
Each team normally runs about two miles and then
rests for three hours, totaling between eight and 10
miles run by each person over the course of the
weekend.
"You have 48 students all working together and
when each group comes in from ninning their two
miles, everybody else is there clapping and cheering
for them," Cromwell said. "Just the idea of everyone
to keep doing it, and at four o' clock in the morning
when someone is running two miles straight up a hill
and you have people cheering for you at the end —
you just wind up being one big family. It's a really
close experience, and it's a lot of fun. It makes all the
LOOAN'S RUN page 9
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JMU senior raising money
for child's ear operation
JoeKomik

.

,
M
stqffwnter

A JMU senior wants to raise S1(),(X)0 to help the
family of an 8-ycar-old Richmond girl pay for a
costly car operation.
Cheryl Winters, a speech pathology major from
Richmond, plans on raising the money to help
Monica Chambers receive a cochlcar implant.
Chambers has been profoundly deaf since birth, and
the operation, which
was just recently
approved by the Food
and Drug Administration, may help her.
Winters found out
about Monica through
an internship she had
at the Medical College
of Virginia this
summer.
"I met another girl
this summer at the
hospital who had had
Monica Chambers
the operation about a
year earlier," Winters
said. "She was also profoundly deaf, and now she had
almost 70 percent of her hearing back. It was
absolutely amazing."
The cochlcar implant is a device which electrically

stimulates the nerve cells in the car of totally deaf
patients, providing them with a perception of sound.
These patients do not benefit from a hearing aid
because their cochlea, a spiral bone in the inner car, is
so damaged that it would be useless.
Chambers had the implant successfully in late
August and is currently recovering in Richmond. She
will have to wait about six weeks before she can
begin therapy but meeting the financial burdens arc
already tough for her mother, a single parent.
This process could benefit nearly 5 percent of the
deaf children in this country.
Although insurance will pay for about 80 percent of
the cost of the implant, speech therapy and other
medical costs could be 516,000.
"My plan is one in 10,000. If every JMU student
can give just one dollar, we can make our goal,"
Winters said.
Winters also hopes to raise money from fraternities,
sororities and other organizations on campus and by
holding a raffle in early December.
"Students can show their support by simply buying
a raffle ticket, which only costs $1 — not a whole
lot," Winters said.
Winters is being sponsored by Alpha Phi Omega
and the National Speech Pathology Language and
Hearing Association, and she says feedback has been
positive.
CHILDpag<>9

SGA elects Ciatti
chairman pro tern
Christine Bottz

SGA reporter

The Student Government Association elected
Daniel Ciatti, commuter senator, to be this year's
chairman pro tern and passed a bill concerning
booksale procedures at its meeting Tuesday.
Ciatti will now preside at the SGA meetings in
the absence of the legislative vice president, give
monthly reports to the senate and meet with the
SGA Executive Council to appoint student
representatives.
Ciatti said that as chairperson pro tern, he
would "put ideals of service ahead of ideals of
success" since "an organization not true to its
function is an organization in name only."
Also at the meeting, the SGA passed a bill
which would give the booksale chairperson and
the Major Elections Committee chairperson each
a stipend of SI00. It also would allow the senate,
with the approval of the executive council, to
give salaries to other positions.
The other proposed bill would have allowed
refcrendums to be initiated by any member of the
SGA. To initiate a referendum, the bill required a
petition to be signed by a number of students
equal or greater than 45 percent of those who
voted in the previous year's major elections. The
bill was defeated by a vote of 34 to 11.
Jason Mclntosh, a commuter senator, proposed
both bills. The second definitely will be revised,
he said.

FEED A HERD OF
PARTY ANIMALS.

Duke Dog Golf Balls $1495J
Golf tees $149
Uobcovers(setof3)$2295

=SSS

^

JMUPhfef •*^ $26.99 '
p
Make your bash a smash with a Subway Party Sub or Party Platter
You tell us how long you want your Party Sub — and well make it
And we'll stufl your Party Platter with your favorite subs —
sliced m tasty 4" portions Call Subway and make plans lor
your party Big plans

Dukes Plaza
433-YUMM

•SUBUUflV*

Carlton St.
433-SUBS

^noto frame $7 99

$l"5Tnl3a6n95PenCilSWith-al
(Visit our Stadium Shop at the Dukes Football games)
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Ian Record &
David Fields
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motorcycle in the party room of the Sigma Pi fraternity house at 10:47 a.m. Sept. 21.

policereporters

Campus police reported the following:
Motor Vehicle/Bicycle Accident
• A bicyclist was struck by a vehicle on Madison
Drive at 4:11 p.m. Sept. 24. The bicyclist was
transported to Rockingham Memorial Hospital
where he was treated and released.
The driver of the vehicle was not charged.

Assault and Battery, Grand Larceny
• Two necklaces and a bracelet were reported
stolen from the victim of an alleged assault and
battery Sept. 16 at the Warren Campus Center.
The stolen items are valued at more than $550.

Suspicious Persons
• A suspicious person was reported riding a
bike on the north end of campus at 2:45 p.m.
Sept. 21. The person was described as a white
male, in his 40s, with dark hair and a lanky build.
Police said the man reportedly was making
suggestive comments to girls as he rode by.
• An unknown man was reported entering Sonner Hall with a key at 4:25 p.m. Sept. 22. The incident is under investigation.
• Hanson Hall staff reported a suspicious person
entering the hall at 10:10 p.m. Sept. 24. The person was described as a white male, 23 to 25,
weighing 180 lbs., with a blond crew cut.

Breach of Peace
Dangerous Practices, Disorderly Conduct
• A JMU student was charged judicially with
dangerous practices for allegedly drawing a knife
during a dispute in Garber Hall at 2:05 a.m. Sept.
25.
A second student was charged judicially with
disorderly conduct in the dispute.
Dangerous Practices, Underage
Consumption
• A JMU student was charged judicially with
dangerous practices and drunk in public after he
allegedly was found lying on the roof of Hoffman
Hall at 2:15 a.m. Sept. 21.

Dangerous Practices
• A JMU student was charged judicially with
dangerous practices after allegedly parking his

• Student Steven W. Simmons, 21, of Seaford,
Del., was charged with breach of peace following
an incident at the Sigma Kappa sorority house at
1:45 a.m. Sept. 21.
• Student Daniel J. Shea, 18, of Washington,
D.C., was charged with breach of peace following an alleged dispute with his girlfriend at Eagle
Hall at 4 a.m. Sept. 23.
Personal Abuse
• A JMU student was charged judicially with
personal abuse for allegedly abusing a cadet issuing parking tickets in E-lot at 9:15 p.m. Sept.
21.
• A JMU student was charged judicially with
personal abuse for allegedly cursing and abusing
a cadet issuing parking tickets in N-lot at 9:49
p.m. Sept. 23.

Grand Larceny
• A red Raleigh Technicum brand mountain bike
apparently was stolen from outside Shorts Hall
sometime between 4:30 p.m. Sept. 18 and 9 a.m.
Sept. 19. The 12-speed bike has the serial number R831480104.
Petty Larceny
• A Virginia license plate apparently was stolen
from a vehicle parked in J-lot sometime between 5
p.m. Sept. 16 and 6 p.m. Sept. 18. The license
plate reads "SAM JMU."
• The rear wheel and tire apparently were stolen
from a Trek 850 brand mountain bike at a Godwin
Hall bike rack sometime between 8 a.m. Sep. 21
and 8 a.m. Sep. 23.
Destruction of Public Property
• A cadet observed two or three unknown white
males breaking the windows of university tractors
in K-lot at 8:45 p.m. Sept. 21.
Harassment
• Three students were charged judicially with harassment after an incident involving an alleged
dispute over a boyfriend in Hillside Hall at 12:45
a.m. Sept. 22.
Trespassing, DIP
• Non-student Charles L Henry. 23, of Harrisonburg, was charged with trespassing and drunk in
public after an incident at the railroad tracks next
to the Godwin Hall tennis courts at 8:31 p.m. Sept.
20. The incident is under investigation.
POLICELOG page 9

If what happened on your
inside happened on your
outside, would you still
smoke?
NOVEMBER 15.
THE GREAT AMERICAN
SMOKEOUT.
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HOUSING HEADQUARTERS!!
Clubhouse
•Tennis Court
WaH-to-Wall Carpet
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•pull Size Washer & Dryer
♦Fully Equipped Kitchen
•i ,2 & 3 Bedroom
Townhouse^ arid Garden
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Gorbachev gets more power:

The Supreme Soviet Monday gave President
Mikhail Gorbachev new powers to lead the nation
away from economic collapse.
Gorbachev has 18 months of unprecedented
authority to convert the ailing economy into a
working market-oriented machine.
Parliament's 305-36 vote allows Gorbachev to
issue decrees until March 31, 1992, on nearly all
aspects of the economy and public order.

t BSOID 3HJL dNflOW
Clinic bombings on the rise:

Violence against women's health and abortion
clinics is on the rise and the National Abortion
Federation fears it could climb to the high reached in
the mid 1980s. The group cites eight incidents at
clinics to date this year and blames media attention to
the topic.
There were 24 bombings and arsons recorded by the
group in 1984; only seven in 1988.

C. DOUGLAS SMITH/THE BREEZE

Anytime, anyplace
Senior Mary Gray takes time to study — and snack — on a table outside PC Dukes.

Iraq detaining ill hostages:

The State Department provided new insights
Monday into the 1,000 Americans still being held in
Kuwait
Three days after possibly the last freedom flight of
evacuees left Kuwait, estimates are that 600 to 700
are still detained in Kuwait and another 300 to 350 in
Iraq.
The tally includes 69 Americans with medical
problems from terminal illness to health conditions
requiring medication.

Newsfile
Brown Bag Luncheon Series:

New senior portrait schedule:

The JMU Honors Program will sponsor the
weekly "Brown Bag Luncheon Series" at Hillcrest
House each Wednesday at noon.
Speakers from the JMU community will present
ideas on current issues. The presentations will be
open to the community.

All seniors interested in having a portrait taken
must sign up at the information desk for an
appointment in the Warren Campus Center from
Oct. 1 to 12.
Seniors' portraits will be taken Oct. 15 to 26
from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. in Room 216 of Anthony
Seeger Hall. There will be a $5 sitting fee.
There will be walk-in portraits Oct. 29 to Nov. 9
from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. in Room 216 of Anthony
Seeger.
For more information, call x6541.

S.F. votes to tear down road:

The Embarcadero Freeway is coming down — a
year after the devastating Bay Area earthquake left it
crippled but still standing. The San Francisco Board
of Supervisors voted 6-5 Monday to tear down the
freeway, a main artery into Chinatown and
Fisherman's Wharf.
Among replacement options are a $120 million
partially sunken highway to be built in 3 to 5 years.
Center unlocks past:

A Holocaust victims information center, opened
Monday by the American Red Cross in Baltimore,
holds the key to what happened to 400,000 victims of
the Nazis during World War II. Records are on file
that were recovered by Soviet soldiers as they
liberated Nazi death and labor camps.
The documents, released due to glasnost, join others
at the West German center.
CCopyright 1990, USA TODAY/Apple College
Information Network

Nominations for educator of the year:

The Greater Madison Inc., a support group for
JMU, is accepting nominations for the annual
Greater Madison Educator of the Year Award.
Nominations will be accepted until Nov. IS.
Two awards will be given — the first recognizing
the teacher of the year at any level of education and
a second award to honor an administrator or
layman.
Nomination forms are available from Greater
Madison Inc. through JMU's annual event office.
For information, call x3979 from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Meeting to discuss new bus routes:

A meeting to discuss new bus routes will be held
today at 7 p.m. in the Highlands Room of the
Warren Campus Center.
Members of the Center for Off-Campus Living
and City Transportation Director Reggie Smith
will be available to answer any questions or
complaints students have about the system.

Visiting scholars present Jane Bertrand:
The Breeze Newsfile is offered when space
JMU Visiting Scholars will present Jane permits to publicize information on job
Bertrand, associate professor of applied science at opportunities and campus and area activities. To
Tulane University, Monday, Oct. 1 at 7 p.m. in have information reviewed for publication, call
Anthony Seeger Auditorium.
568-6127 or send information to the news editor,
Dr. Bertrand will be speaking on Third World do The Breeze, Anthony-Seeger Hall, JMU,
population, dynamics and family planning.
Harrisonburg, VA 22807.
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FACTORY
Premium Ice Cream
Without the
Premium Price
98 Kenmore Street

^

50* off
Any
Flavor
Milkshake

~~-r
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30* off'
Buy One
Sundae of i Cone, Get
One Free
Your
i Equal or lesser value
Choice i
i

With Coupon
One Coupon Per
Purchase.
Expires Dec. 10 1990

■
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With Coupon
One Coupon
Per Purchase.

i

With Coupon
■
One Coupon Per Purchase.
Expires Dec. 10 1990
I

Expires Dec. 10 1990

'RPS'ES'FECIAL

$1435
Cash & Carry
Thursday ■ Saturday
Sept. 27 -29
'Dune's TCaza, S. Main St.

433-7789
M-Jri: 10-6

SAT: 10-5

RECYCLE!
You read the
newspaper for the
latest news today.
But the paper news
is printed on can
and should be used
again. Last year,
more than one third
of all U.S.
newsprint was
recycled. And that
number is growing
every day.
Recycling is the one

rf*00
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Alpha Phi sorority invites
you to help us create a new
sorority at James Madison.
For more information call 568-6287.
Sunday, September 30—Information Party
7:00 p.m.
Highlands Ballroom in Campus Center
Monday, October 1—Theme Party
7:00 p.m.
Phillips Center Ballroom
Thursday, October 4—Preference
7:00 p.m.
.•■•■.;••
Highlands Ballroom in Campus Cejnteiv:^

way we can all give

something back.
Consult your local
yellow pages for
the nearest
recycling agency.

Individual Meetings
Monday, October 1 10-3 ~ Allegheny Room
Tuesday, October 2 10-5 - Allegheny Room
Wednesday, October 3 10-4 ~ Piedmont Room
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Blackout

CONTINUED from page 3

students outside.
"When it happened, the first thing I
did was yell," Perramond said. "That's
a windowless classroom.
"Teaching outside was a little
distracting," she said. "I didn't have a
blackboard and it's very hard to teach a
foreign language class without one. I
stopped class five to 10 minutes ahead
of time and we watched people playing

hackeysack on the Quad."
Senior Kirk Minster was printing a
paper for his 11 a.m. political science
class when the power went out.
"I started up the computer and all of
a sudden it whirled to a halt," Minster
said. "So like anyone, I panicked.
"I was late getting it in, but my
professor
understood
the
circumstances," Minster said.
The same thing happened at

Child

computer labs across campus, said
Darren Segala, a computer lab
assistant.
"I'm sure it logged quite a few people
out," Segala said. "That's why you've
got to save [files] all the time."
Phillip Deane, JMU's director of
buildings and grounds, said the
blackout didn't cause any major
problems on campus.
"Once people realized the lights

Logan's
Run
CONTINUED from page 3

CONTINUED from page 4

"Of the groups I've petitioned, I've gotten responses
ranging from $50 to $200, and the junior class has
already agreed to donate all the proceeds they make
from Parents' Weekend to help Monica," Winters
said.
"Her payments are going to be about $400 a
month. I would like to be able to send her checks on
a regular basis as the money comes in to ease the
financial difficulties.
"If they had to pay for this all themselves, they
would be in debt for possibly the rest of their lives,"
Winters said. Chambers "would not be able to go to
college or anything, I just want to do what I can."
Winters plans on presenting a plaque to MCV with
the names of all of the organizations that contributed
when she has reached her goal.
"I've always loved working with kids, especially
those with hearing and speech problems," she said. "I
really hope everything works out for the best"
Anyone interested helping Monica Chambers can
reach Cheryl Winters at 433-0850.

work for it worth it.
"At the end everybody runs from Dominion Bank
all the way to the hospital, the final seven-tenths of a
mile. Everyone comes in at the same time to keep the
team spirit going," Cromwell said.
Money is raised through sponsor nights, raffles
before the event and donations from campus and
community organizations.
Planning for the event takes a large amount of time
because creating an appropriate route involved gaining
permission from the police, the Virginia Department

would be out for a while, things kind
of settled down," he said. "Everything
was fairly routine."
Carmichael said power was restored
in a relatively short time because the
crew was already on the scene and
knew where the problem originated.
"If this had happened after hours, it
probably would have left people
without power a lot longer," she said.

of Transportation and each county the runners travel
through.
"We started working on this back in March and now
we're down to the last week of it. It's exciting to see
it all finally coming to a head," Cromwell said.
This year's run is a little different and more exciting
than those in the past because Virginia Sens. John
Warner and Chuck Robb will speak to the group
immediately before the first leg of the marathon
leaves the Capitol steps.
JMU President Ronald Carrier will present a short
speech when the runners return at the steps of RMH
around 3 p.m. Saturday.

Policelog

CONTINUED from page 5

Driving Under the Influence, Refusal to Submit
to a Blood or Breath Test
• Non-student William A. Muterspaugh, 29, of Harrisonburg, was charged with driving under the influence and refusal to submit to a blood or breath test

on South Main Street at 12:30 a.m. Sept. 22.
Muterspaugh was pulled over after police allegedly
observed him driving with no tires on the left side of
the car.

Number of drunk in public charges since Aue. 2548

Vee's l*Jace
FINE CHINESE FOOD
NEW MUSIC HOTLINE NUMBER!!!

DINE IN OR DELIVERY

(703) 433-TUNE
!

'. '.!.!!,".I. ■'.

THURSDAY

Benefit for
CLASSIC ROCK
FRIl
KINGSNAKE RECORDING ARTIST

DR. HECTOR
AND THE GROOVE INJECTORS

t
m

Tired of fch® sam© ©Id
thing §oat luaBch?
NQW YOU CAN STOP BY YEE'S FOR A
VARIETY OF FOOD ON HIS LUNCH BUFFET.

10 HOT FOOD ITEMS WITH
FRUIT AND SALAD BAR

ALL FOR $4.50

...AND REMEMBER - WHEN IT'S NASTY OUTSDDE, CALL
FOR YEE'S DELIVERY
434-3003.

SATURDAY

10% off for Sunday
and Wednesdaj

The Boyd Tinsley Band

Night Buffet smLs.-

Fiddlin' with Rock!

GOOD THROUGH MONTH OF OCTOBER

YOUR PRESCRIPTION FOR THE BLUES''
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There must be some way
to avoid doing the same thing
for the next forty years.
Life's been pretty good so far. You've
kept moving—taken all the hght
steps along the way (for the most
part). And now you're ready for the
biggest step.
You'll be getting your degree from
a top school. You're about to find a
great job.
The question is: which job? And
will it have the potential to interest
you for a whole career?
You've probably heard the story of
the job applicant who said he was a
shoe salesman with fifteen years experience. "No." corrected the recruiter
interviewing him, "you've had six
months experience thirty times."
Isn't there some way to keep
challenging yourself in new and

different areas?
Andersen Consulting offers you
the opportunity to work on a variety
of projects—with clients in a wide
range of industnes.
We are the leader in helping
organizations apply information
technology to their business advantage. Every hour of every business
day, we implement a solution to help
one of our more than 5,000 clients
worldwide.
What makes that possible is the
quality of our people. And the quality
of our training. We're known for both.
Because business and technology are ever-changing, we see
training as a continuing process. And
our $123-million Center for Profes-

C 1990 Andersen Consulting. AA & Co.. S.C

Andersen Consulting is an equal opportunity
employer.

sional Education in St. Charles,
Illinois, is just one measure of our
commitment. We train you for a
career—not just a job.
Does the idea of forty years of
knowing exactly what you'll be doing
each week scare you? Then don't
settle for that. Demand challenge
and variety. Come talk to us. And
find out more about a career with
Andersen Consulting.

ANDERSEN
CONSULTING
ARTHUR ANDERSEN It CU. S.C.

Where we go from here.SM

Resume Drop Date - October 1
1990 Career Fair - October 3
(All Majors)
On-Campus Interviews - Novembers
■ i > t»

Please Contact Career Planning and Placement for further details.
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Opinion
Recycle now
for the future
For the most part, it has remained fairly quiet
around campus. Committees have met, ideas
have been discussed and dates have been set.
But now it's time for all at JMU to be informed of
what no longer lies on the horizon.
This semester, JMU will become the first
university in the state of Virginia to have the
administration take it upon itself to budget
money ($20,000 to be exact) toward an
unprecedented recycling program.
JMU is acting early on a state bill requiring all
universities, by next fall, to reduce their solid
waste by 10 percent. Instead of waiting until the
designated time, the administration has decided
to set its multi-phased program into motion early
by turning recycling largely over to us, the
students.
The first phase of this program is to be
implemented through our residence halls. New
positions were formed for hall councils. These
new positions, referred to as environmental
coordinators, were elected in the same manner
any other hall positions are decided.
The people who fill these positions will play a
major role in enacting the new recycling policy.
They will serve as liaisons between the recycling
committee, which has not yet given itself a
name, and the students. They will also be
responsible for ensuring all requirements are
met and policies upheld.
Two students will be paid by PC Dukes to go
around in a truck and empty the recycling bins
from every residence hall on campus. The initial
focus of the program will be on aluminum cans,
glass and plastic with future phases to include
office paper and recyclable waste from JMU
food services. But the long-term goals of this
recycling program don't stop here.
The committee has set a goal to reduce
JMU's waste by 25 percent by 1994. And with
the cooperation JMU departments have given,
the feasibility of this goal is only increasing.
All revenue from JMU's recycling efforts will
go to Rockingham County. The program will
begin picking up and storing recyclable materials
from all residence halls before the expected
Oct. 15 opening date of the city recycling center.
In the meantime, let's do our part. Hopefully
the presence of recycling bins will eliminate the
temptation to throw away recyclable materials
Find out who your environmental coordinator is
and ask him or her for details on how you can
get involved. This program will never achieve its
maximum potential without the cooperation of
the entire JMU community.
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editor LAUREL WISSINGER
managing editor JENNIFER ROSE
editorial editor DAVID NOON
asst. editorial editor JOEL LANGLEY
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Getting down with the G.O.P.
Those of you who care
MORE exclusive group
deeply about America's fucalled The Presidential
ture will be alarmed by the
Roundtable,
which
is
continuing efforts of high"made
up
of
men
and
AT WIT'S END
level Republicans to rewomen, just like yourself,
cruit me as an influential
who
have tremendous faith
Dave Barry
I *»
1
national leader.
in the future of our nation
The method they're usand years of experience to
ing is direct mail. As you may recall, several months share with our leaders."
ago I reported that I had received a letter from U. S.
This came as news to me, because almost all my
Sen. Bob Dole inviting me to join the Republican years of experience involve trying to think up new
Americans who meet the rigorous entrance require- boogcr jokes. It's hard to picture our leaders wanting
ment of forking over $1,000. Sen. Doles letter said me to share this with them or even necessarily to
that for an additional $285,1 could go to Washington shake hands. But as Sen. Nickles says, "I wouldn't exfor a "closed-door briefing" with "key Washington tend this invitation to you if I did not feel you were
officials," PLUS attend a dinner-dance with President qualified to become a member."
What they are looking for, in the way of qualificaand Mrs. Bush.
Needless to say, I was severely templed, because tions, is five grand. But it sounds like a heck of a
when high-level Republicans get together, they defi- deal. As Sen. Nickles explains: "the Presidential
nitely know how to "party down" to their favorite Roundtable operates much like a private club— a
"rap" tunes:
club whose members meet, talk and dine with some
of the most important people in the world: Presidents,
"I'm from the G-O-P, and I know how to DANCE,
I do the bunny hop in my lime-green PANTS,
U. S. Senators. Cabinet Officers, White House Officials and some of the most important people in AmerI know how to boogie, I know how to JIVE,
I got a statue of a jockey at the end of my DRIVE.
ica today." For example, they're planning a golf outing with former President Gerald "Look OUT!" Ford,
(Chorus:)
a possible appearance by former President Dick
Feelin' so good, momma, feelin' so right;
"Dick" Nixon and (I swear I am not making this up)
Think I might fold my S&L tonight."
Unfortunately, I was busy with various other obli- "an elegant dinner at the Watergate Hotel."
Quite frankly, this sounds like more fun than I
gations such as washing my dog, and I never got
around to joining the Republican Senatorial Inner would be able to stand without the aid of prescription
Circle. So you can imagine my surprise when, several drugs. But I was giving it some serious thought when
weeks later, I got a letter from ANOTHER Republi- I got a letter from ANOTHER Republican U. S. senacan U.S. senator, Don Nickles. (True anecdote: Presi- tor, John Heinz, urging me to act quickly on Sen.
dent Reagan once publicly referred to Sen. Nickles as Nickles' offer. "I hope you are making plans to join
"Don Rickles." This caused much amusement be- us," he says.
By this point I was beginning to wonder whether
cause of course Don RICKLES is not a senator. He is
our ambassador to Iraq.)
these senators had anything to do in Washington
BARRY page 13
Sen. Nickles' letter invited me to join an even
\.-it.*..Hi1!.iti;t*tfM**f..
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Letters to the Editor
Columnist sadly doesn't realize
cats' individual needs and values
To the editor:
I am writing in response to Laura Hutchison's article
"A special month for a most unspecial species." I hate to
come down on the editorial staff of The Breeze, but I
think you guys used poor judgment in placing
Hutchison's piece in the paper. It was a waste of space
that could have been used for coupons from the JMU
bookstore or something.
Maybe someone could have written about "Hang a
person who wastes time," which is what Hutchison did
by writing her commentary. This not-so-amusing article
was just what everyone needed to speak up for their cat or
cats. A lot of people give cats a bum rap by saying they
arc la/.y and stuck up and have attitude problems. Maybe
they don't know it, but a pet's personality is merely a
projection of the owner's. Cats usually lie around because
the owner does, or maybe they were just deprived of
attention they require. When a cat acts lazy, the owner
needs to realize this is a cry for attention.
A person interested in having a cat or any other pel
should learn about the responsibility they are taking
upon themselves. Most veterinarians are more than
happy to talk about a pel's needs and the care they
require. If people decide not to use that resource, then
maybe they could read up on their choice of pet or talk to
someone about why having a pel works for them. Cats
and other pets each have individual needs and a person
should learn to identify with that. You don't teach a cal to
sit on your finger or a bird to "go" in a litter box. You
see, cats are fun. I need not remind you, but on America's
Funniest Home Videos, a cal falling off a television was
the second funniest video in America last season. That
cat had personality. And an owner can shape, lo some
extent, his or her pet's personality.
I think each person should try to appreciate or give

some consideration to each thing in this world,
including cats. I would hate to think we are sticking to
stereotyping, even with cats. I do realize everyone is
entitled to their opinion, I just think we should all think
about our reactions to things sometime. I am sorry that
Hutchison does not realize this.
Justin Booth
senior
biology

'Ignorant' attitudes of political,
military leaders offend JMU vet
To the editor:
I read Heather O'Neil's piece on women in the military
with great interest. I am an Army vet with three years of
service in an infantry battalion of the 82nd Airborne
Division.
First, not all men "concur" with the idea that female
soldiers can never be accepted as equal partners. I, for
one, heartily disagree. However, I will grant that many
of the insecure types who gravitate to Ihe military to
hide their inadequacies behind bravado, machoism and,
ahem, "male bonding" probably do feel that way.
And this is the key to why women have been excluded
from combat units. Unfortunately, it must be
acknowledged as a real factor. Women in the Canadian
military have not yet successfully integrated into ground
combat branches like armor, infantry and artillery, and
they arc unlikely lo do so in the United States. This is
not primarily because of any innate inability to do most
of the tasks of these jobs but simply because most of the
men in these branches are deeply socialized to need
"male bonding" in order to function. So be it.
But in the more individualistic, technical field of
aviation, there is absolutely no reason why women
should not be allowed to serve. It's patently ridiculous
that women are not permitted to crew fighlcr, bombers

and attack aircraft. These jobs have nothing to do with
the oft-cited upper body strength, and all the participants
are highly removed form one another, physically and
psychologically. Contrary to what some may say, there
is no male monopoly on courage, reflexes or
dependability.
The current crisis gives an added dimension to the
significance of this hidebound attitude. As our all-male
F15 fighter squadrons fly alongside the all-malt Royal
Saudi Air Force, it is a shameful reminder for all to see
just how little we differ from that pre-medieval Islamic
culture in which women are treated like property,
permitted not even to drive cars, and (unlike men) are
subject to execution for extramarital sex. And further, the
fact that female U.S. soldiers are forced to accommodate
to Saudi cultural restrictions is, as Rep. Schroeder has
noted, like us stationing troops in South Africa and
expecting them to go along with apartheid rules. As an
American, the primitive, ignorant attitudes among our
military and political leaders which have brought about
these conditions deeply offend me.
Ken Clair
sophomore
English/communicatior

Submissions deadlines are noon on
Mondays and Fridays. The Breeze retains
the right to edit grammar and content for
clarity and space. Please limit
reponses to 250 words or less.
All submissions become property of
The Breeze.

Touring campus from a different perspective
Welcome, Class of 1994, to James Madison
University.
I hope you have enjoyed your first fpur weeks here
at the college Ronald Carrier built Just think — you
will be here four, maybe even five or six more years.
To help you fully appreciate JMU, I would like to
take you on a tour of the campus. No, it won't be
like the ones the Student Ambassadors gave that sold
you on Madison. This one will point out little things
you might not have thought about without someone
whispering this information in your ear. So, for one
day, I will shrink myself down to half an inch and
stand on the shoulder of Sara Clays, a fictitious
freshman from Springfield (Northern Virginia, where
else?).
• 7:30 a.m.: I wake up from a deep sleep as Sara
climbs the steps of D-hall. As Sara gets her breakfast,
I point out to her the new carpet, soda dispensers,
self-serve lines, tables and chairs. I tell her that the
Student Government helped plan these changes (along
with the Pedestrian Plaza) through the University
Planning Commission for the past few years. She
tells me to shut up — it's too early to talk.
• 8:13: About thirteen minutes of lecture is all
Sara can stand before taking out The Breeze from her
backpack. Now we can re .1 about crayons and the
corrupt SGA, laugh at Calvin and Hobbes and try to
understand the DeCarlo cartoon. I whisper that the
quality information provided in The Breeze was
partially funded by the SGA to the tune of $38,265.
She exclaims she is so happy the SGA does that.
• 9:54: Sara is looking for books in Carrier
Library for her research paper. I tell her she's lucky
because she found two written after President Reagan
was inaugurated. She says the administration should

A CLOSER LOOK
Alex Gordon
buy more books and less flowers. Unfortunately, her
blame is misplaced. The state government determines
the amount of money the administration can spend on
both flowers and books. But I tell her there is hope.
The SGA Legislative Action Committee and Dr.
Carrier lobbied the General Assembly last spring to
get more library funds and were able to get a little
more money. They will try again this year.
• 10:45: Sara gets her history quiz back and gets a
70. She worries about the grading system, and I
explain each professor has his or her own. Some
faculty wanted a plus/minus scale, but the SGA
prevented its adoption until student opinion was
gathered by the Curriculum and Instruction
Committee. If she doesn't do well, I told her she can
repeat the class and not be penalized, thanks to the
new repeal policy developed by students and faculty
on the Undergraduate Studies Commission. She then
opens the book she bought at the SGA Booksale for
half its original price.
• 12:20 p.m.: Sara and I go to PC Dukes for
lunch. As she orders chocolate frozen yogurt, I tell
her the SGA Food Services Committee urged Dukes
to get a frozen yogurt machine, buy cups that don't
have chlorofluorocarbons, and allow double punches.
She says, "That's nice."

• 1:50: Sara needs money, so she cashes a check
at the bank. She does not have an account at First
American, but she can cash it because the SGA backs
every check. Sara goes to the bookstore and checks
out the CDs-and tapes for a new Jimmy Buffett
release. I tell her the music selection would not exist
without student participation on the Bookstore
Advisory Committee.
• 3:07: Sara walks to Hillside to visit a friend (on
sidewalks requested by the SGA Buildings and
Grounds Committee) and then catches a bus to Ashby
Crossing to see her boyfriend. I tell her the SGA
played a role in getting the bus service rerouted after
the university stopped using Howard Johnson's. She
asks, "Did students really have to live in the hotel?
That would be cool."
• 8:34: Sara and I watch MTV in her Village dorm
room because there isn't any good music on the radio.
I tell her that she is lucky she has cable TV, a project
the SGA and administration had worked on for many
years. She also is cheered to learn that WXJM, the
student-run radio station, will be on the air soon
thanks to eight years of planning and work by the
SGA and hundreds of other dedicated people.
• 11:07: Sara tells me she is tired. She thanks me
for the tour and goes into the bathroom to get ready
for bed. As I walk down the hall I hear a plaintive cry
coming from behind the bathroom door.
"I wish someone would do something about this
damn toilet paper!" I quietly smile; nd walk away.
Alex Gordon is a senior majoring in public
administration.
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Tiffany Kingham
Junior
social work

Tanya Washington
junior
Engllsh/comm un icat ion

Barry
CONTINUED/rompa^ IJ

To the editor:
This is a poem I was inspired to write after attending
my Grst Together meeting last year:

aside from try to get me to be inexclusive clubs
with them. I was halfway expecting them to send
me sweepstakes-style letters with pictures of Ed
McMahon telling me I might already have won a
valuable prize, such as a five-function LCD
wristwatch or a working Stealth bomber.
This is when I got the letter from Vice President Quayle. I am still not making this up.
"Dear Mr. Barry," the Vice President begins.
"It gives me great pleasure to inform you that at
the last meeting of the membership of the Republican Senatorial Inner Circle, your name was
placed in nomination by Sen. Connie Mack and
you were accepted for membership. I urge you to
respond as soon as possible."
•Does this mean I owe them money?
•Can high-level federal officials FORCE me to
be in their club?
•Could I possibly be appointed to the CABINET via direct mail?
•If I don't respond to them, will I hear from an
even HIGHER-level official, in fact the most
powerful Republican on the planet?
•Namely Arnold Schwarzenegger?
Meanwhile, I've started reading the noncomics sections of the newspaper so 111 be prepared in case I wind up in charge of the foreign
policy. And I'm in the market for some limegreen pants.
Dave Barry's syndicated column will run every
Thursday. ©1990 The Miami Herald.

|

Since writing this last year, I have learned I can take all
those feelings which I wrote on paper and turn them into
constructive action. I also can share them with others
who feel the same way and not be ashamed to express
them to those who do not. If you would like to know
more about the Together movement on campus, please
comt to our first meeting on Oct. 1 at 8 p.m. in the
Highlands Room. Hope to see you all there!

up this great nation were acquired through means of
forceful and, in many cases, violent acquisition. Is it fair
for us to deny other countries a right to act aggresively
when, in terms of American domestic and foreign policy,
force is used to achieve desired ends?
The letter also states. There is always a reason to stop
the spread of what we don't want in our world." Who are
"we" and who are "we" to decide the means of
organization of another country? This is part of
America's problem. We insist on imposing upon other
nations, the very principles which we ourselves
disregard. We pick and choose the oppressed people who
we wish to aid in achieving freedom, according to what
we have to gain. There are many other areas of the world
where not only are people's rights to freedom being
threatened but their right to life as well. Does America
help those who help themselves or help those who can
help America?
The letter also states that "our country and its people
can agree on one thing — freedom." I ask to which
people is he referring? Surely this country, built from the
sweat of 200 years of free labor which denied and
continues to deny a people of their basic human rights,
is not offering advice on Utopian institutions. I believe
U.S. involvement in the Middle East, for whatever
reason, further exposes the hypocrises upon which this
country was founded.

First meeting of Together group
to be held this Thursday in WCC

Together as one,
A fight for social justice we have begun.
Reaching for a dream and striving for a goal.
We're trying to calm the anger within our souls —
The anger that is felt when people are unkind
And judge others according to prejudice formed in
their minds.
We can make a difference if we try,
Make people stop and think and wonder why —
Why one man is treated differently from another
When in fact, he should be treated like a brother.

U.S. involvement in Middle East
further exposes U.S. hypocrisies
To the editor:
I totally disagree with the letter in the Sept. 20 issue of
The Breeze which strove to provide patriotic
justification for United States involvement in the Middle
East. This student would have us believe the U.S. interest
in the Middle East is solely of an intrinsic nature. I
suggest if this assumption is true, we must all attest to
the hypocrisy of this country. The territories that make

Journalism practicum
meeting will be held today
at 4:30 p.m. in Room 12
of Anthony-Seeger Hall.
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LEAD THE FIELD.
As a nuclear officer, you could
lead the field in nuclear propulsion technology. The Navy
operates the most advanced
nuclear equipment in the world
Including more than half the
nuclear reactors in America. The
men who maintain and operate
these reactors are among the best.
The Navy is accepting applications Irom qualified sophomores,
juniors and seniors for the prestigious nuclear program. This program pays you $ I .'200 a month during your junior and senior years.
Plus S-1,000 upon selection.

After graduation, as a Navy
officer! you receive a year of graduate-level training unavailable
anywhere else at any price. You
become a highly i rained member
of ail elite group leading the
adventure in lotlav's nuclear
N'aw And, afiei live years, you
can be earning as much as$.r>0.000
To qualify you must be working toward, or have earned, a bachelor's degree and be
a U.S. citizen between 19 and 26 years of age. You must also have completed a
minimum of one year each of calculus and calculus-based physics with a "B" average
or better.
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SUNDAY Ham - 2pm
Get off your \
BOAT... and
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Stop by JMU's Career Day, October 3 or call
1-800-533-1657 for more information.
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YOU AND THE NAVY.
FULL SPEED AHEAD.
Mm

1059 S. High St. '
433-0077
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Open 7 days
a week

"ssr bDnaaui
Dinner
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MM

621 N. Main
Take Outs
434-3594

SCMWINN

MOUNTAIN BIKES

Forged from the same
competitive spirit
as yours.
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This Saturday

This Friday
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Bowling Challenges Accepted.
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Acoustic
9pm-12am

tF

Open Stage Every Sunday, 9pm-12am

Partially
Live
9pm-12

Reg. $469.95

SALE
$419.95
1570 S. MAINS!

(NEXT TO RJ"S DELI)

434-5151

3UC

Kill Congratulations
A
JMU
Golf
Team
Tree
For Posting ^four First Win!

Or recycle
this
newspaper.
For your
nearest
recycling
facility,
check your
yellow
pages.

Coach: Tom Hurt
-GolfersChad Bales
Jeff Forbes
Rich Hannah
Hill Mallory
Kevin South 8^^ *
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Great Job Guysfi

!

869 Port Republic Road
(703) 432-0600
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All you need to know about giving the red stuff
Giving blood, while it may not rank high up on the
pleasure scale, is a noble act. Unless you have a
phobia of needles, you haven't lived until you've done
it. But if you've done it, you have lived and helped
others do so in the process.
Due to poor advertising, I missed the Bloodmobile
last week when it was here. And this week. I still
failed to see advertisements but heard through word of
mouth. And this is what happened.
Tuesday afternoon, during my daily battle with
procrastination, I remembered for some strange reason
I hadn't given blood since spring of my senior year in
high school. Where this thought came from I have no
idea. But I remembered hearing that the infamous
"blood mobile" was on campus again. With nothing
belter to do except study, I decided to walk to the PC
Ballroom to do something worthwhile.
There weren't too many people, but there were
enough for me to have to wait in line for about IS
minutes. But it wasn't too bad, because while I waited
I got to fill out this form with all sorts of obnoxious
questions. My favorite was, "Have you ever had sex
with a male prostitute from Haiti or Cuba since
1977?" These questions obviously are necessary or
they wouldn't be asked, but they're still worthy of a
chuckle or two — that is, if they don't apply to you.
I can just see some guy putting his fingers in his
mouth, looking around after reading this question and
saying, "Oh dear, I gotta get in touch with Raoul."
The next stage had me sitting at a table with a nice
old lady who asked me some more personal questions.
After she asked me if I had ever used illegal drugs
intravenously, I was so tempted to ask, "Oh, thank
God. Ya know where I can score some?" But I

LANGLEYS LETTERS
-Joel Langley
refrained; she was too sweet She went on to take my
blood pressure and prick my finger.
"How's my blood pressure?" I asked.
"It'sssssssss. .. alright." she answered hesitantly.
She might as well have told me she couldn't believe
I was still alive.
"Well, what do you mean?"
"It's just a little high for your age. I mean 72 isn't
bad, it's just that most people as young as you
usually read in the 60s. You have a serious problem
when it gets up into the 90s."
Then I'm fine?"
"You're OK. Just keep an eye on it." she answered.
"Now take your paper work over to those nurses at
the next table and they'll take care of you."
After I left her table I still couldn't make the
connection between 72 and the 90s. I guess she was
just looking out for me. I told you she was sweet.
The next two ladies gave me my blood-sucking
paraphernalia and told me to take a seat. I waited for
about five minutes, examining my bag, until I heard
a women with an assembly line voice say, "Next" as
if she were giving haircuts.
I approached her table and she told me to lay down.
Then, out of nowhere, she asked me in a soothing
voice how I was feeling — almost as if to mock how

I was soon going to feel.
Tm fine." I answered.
"Gooooooood, hoo hoo ha ha ha." she answered
throwing her head back and rubbing her hands
together like a mad woman. Actually, this was all in
my imagination as I contemplated the thought of
allowing a total stranger to slick a needle in my arm
and drain me of an entire pint of blood. I guess these
thoughts were drowned out the first, lime by the
camaraderie of it all — being a big, bad high school
senior walking around campus with a hole in your
arm was the thing to do. But this lime I made the
decision and followed through with it by myself.
There's definitely a difference between the two.
She just couldn't understand why I wanted to watch
everything and when I stop to think about it, neither
can I. But I insisted on watching as she sank that
needle into my arm. After all, it is my arm.
The initial 10 minutes or so really weren't that bad,
but as I started to see people who lay down after I did
finishing up, I started to question Thelma's
competence. Her name wasn't Thelma, she just
looked like a Thelma.
"OK honey, you're done," Thelma said kindly. "Go
have some crackers and juice.
"That's it?" I thought. No biggy.
So hey. If I can do it, you can. That is, of course, if
you're fortunate enough to be in good blood-donating
condition, both mentally and physically. All it takes
is an open mind and an open heart (and an open arm).
Look for the Bloodmobile again in mid-October.
If someone shoves a needle into junior Joel Langley's
arm, he wants to know them on a first-name basis.

My Macintosh is more important to me than my car.
1 lent mv car to m\* sister. But nobodv's
taking mv Macintosh.
JO.
don't know how anybody gets through college today
without a Macintosh. Sometimes I have so many assignments
that I barely ha\"e time for sleep. Yet my Macintosh allows me
to get my work done on time-without making sacrifices.
Working on my dissertation and field studies means
collecting an incredible amount of information. So jumping
\ ',
from one program to another with ease is
)
imperative, as is quickly making charts and
graphs. By enabling me to do these things,
Macintosh probably saves me an hour
and a half each day.
,
"Another great thing about the Macintosh
J
is that it makes you feel technically confident. Remember putting toys together
when you were a kid? who reads the
directions? Nobody You look at the picture
of the bike and you know exactly what
to do. The Macintosh operates the same
way. I actually taught a friend to use one
in two minutes.
"What would my life be like without
a Macintosh? Scan:*'

Jason Jimaraon

B A. Sociology Earihom Cottogo
MaV
TnrliJnnu wioWjww/y
I Iniiorajtij m
ni Vfinfiiguln
. m. ivpnill
Virginia
Ph.D. Candida*. Sociology Univontty of Chicago

For more information
contact the JMU
Bookstore at 568-3989
Why do people bve Macintosh"?
Ask them.
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/i Day in fAe Lz/e M a snapshot look at students'
activities in the library. Dukes, the campus center and
the stadium between 7 p.m. and 9 p.m. on a typical
weekday evening.

CARRIER LIBRARY

I N•TH E

• 7:00 p.m.: Main floor . . . Decked out in a
collared pink shirt and black shorts, a scholar struggles
to keep his eyes affixed on his book. With a stiff right
arm, the valiant student supports his head, which is
topped with a white-based, blue-billed Notre Dame cap.
His mouth gapes open as he stares into the great library
unknown. Study-glazed eyes glance at the dimensions of
the room and the dimensions of some of its inhabitants.
Another student, a bit more dedicated, finds comfort on
the couch behind the guy in the Notre Dame hat. Red,
hightop Nikes extend onto a blue chair that he placed
before himself. Nearby, a girl, with the letters
F-R-E-S-H-M-A-N etched on her forehead, scatters her
books on a table in preparation to work on a library
skills assignment.
• 7:10 p.m.: Main floor . . . The freshman returns
to her book spread and desperately searches — pointing
finger leading the way — for different locations on the
library map. Nervous, yet satisfied with her discovery,
she bravely departs in search of more red, numbered
cards.
• 7:20 p.m.: Main floor ... 1 cautiously approach
the guy in the Notre Dame hat— trying not to scare
him out of his space odyssey. I find out his name is
Jim and he's from Richmond, though currently living in
Hunters Ridge. Jim shows me the reading material that
he is so engrossed with — real estate. "It's something
I'm going to need to learn," he says. After a few silent
seconds, he studiously adds, "I hate reading."
• 7:30 p.m.: Main floor ... A bulky guy who has
been balancing a library chair with his left arm for a
good 10 minutes finally lets it rest. He leans over a
wooden table where two of his friends sit studying.
Arms spread eagle and hands gripping the corners of the
furniture, he starts joking with his two pals, who don't
seem to mind having their studies interrupted.
• 7:40 p.m.: Third floor.. . Buried in a back corner
of the highest floor, the ultimate collegian is set.
Backpack rests on the chair beside him. Nine books are
stacked to his right side and about eight dittoed sheets
lay to his left. Right in front of him, a single book is
open. And in the middle of the most perfectly patterned
and designed study setting known to man, the champion
student is deep in the depths of La La Land — dead
asleep.
• 7:50 p.m.: Third floor... A constant, harsh buzz
emanates from the roof above where two girls study.
The sound is as steady as one of the girl's reading
habits. Periodically she lifts her purple pen and
underlines a.few textbook sentences. She gives a brief
"I'm tired" yawn and instantly dives back into the
reading, as the steady buzz keeps beat with her
methodical pattern.

• 8:00 p.m.: Third floor . . . Over by the current
newspapers and periodicals, a girl snuggles with an
Aviso magazine. In front of her, another girl checks out
a book from the special collections desk. She nestles
herself into two well-padded chairs and carelessly
browses through the pages.
• 8:10 p.m.: First floor . . . Sealed directly across
from each other, two girls try to look and talk
identically. Each is leaning over the table, supported by
elbows. Each is holding a blue pen. Each is writing in a
blue notebook. The blond says she's scared about an
upcoming test Chiming in, the brown-haired girl is
concerned they're the only ones worried. They discuss
retaking the class — together, of course.
• 8:20 p.m.: Main floor . . . Jim is still slicking
with his real estate. Leaving its forehead resting place,
his left hand joins the right in an over-the-head stretch.
Constant chatter floats in the air and just about all the
tables are filled with people.
• 8:30 p.m.: Third floor . . . The over-prepared

sleeper is gone. His books are still stacked and papers
are still piled — there's just no human mass between
them anymore.
• 8:40 p.m: First floor . . . Trying to operate the
microfilm machine, Claire (another Richmond native),
complains the machine is hand-operated, not
push-button advancing. The film she is viewing,
predated articles from The New York Times, is not
correctly set up between the reels. Every time Claire
needs to view a page, she presses down on the glass
cover that keeps the film in place. But don't feel too
sorry for her. Claire tells me that this Freshman
Seminar work "is the first assignment I have." Too bad
she didn't enroll in the real estate class with Jim.
• 8:50 p.m.: Main floor . . . The original cast is
gone. The sleeper has left for better cover. The guy with
the red Nike hightops has vacated his couch. Even Jim,
future real estate broker, is nowhere to be found. But
one desk over and two up from where J i was, a new
studier is sitting. There are notebooks, c .iouter sheets
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2. How tired they are,
3. Rush.

Photos by
C. DOUGLAS SMITH

• 7:50 p.m.: Dukes is becoming more crowded but
not packed. The noise level is high — you can barely
hear the sounds of Aerosmith over the conversations.
The most popular line now is burgers and fries.
• 8:00 p.m.: The situation is the same. It's crowded.
It's loud. It's Dukes.
• 8:10 p.m.: A majority of the tables arc now
empty. The food lines are still long, but people are
either gelling ice cream or taking their dinners home
with them.
• 8:20 p.m.: Dukes is starting to get really dead.
"It's just a typical night," says senior Shannon Scafidi,
a cashier at Dukes.
• 8:30 p.m.: Did you know that August is National
Water Quality Month? Although it's Sept. 11, the
calendar still says August.
• 8:40 p.m: Sophomore Janel Schuh walks into
Dukes to eat dinner. She says she was at Rush and
that's why she's eating so late. Schuh also works at
Dukes five days a week as a "green shirt." Green shirts
are the workers who do just about everything.

Left to right: Eleanor Adams, a
freshman psychology major, stops in
Mr. Chip's to grab a sandwich for lunch.
Adams is just beginning work on her
degree, after raising two children; Dana
Atkins takes a nap on a bench outside
the library between classes; senior
Linda Shenk checks her mail in the
basement of the campus center.

«--

• 8:50 p.m.: The green shirts have started cleaning
up, putting some of the chairs up on tables. By this
time, all the lines are short. There's still one person
eating outside.
• 9:00 p.m.: Dukes definitely is calming down for
the night. The only food line left with any kind of
significant activity is pizza — and there's also a pretty
big crowd at the bagging table. That's about it for
Dukes.

—Amy Wan

WARREN CAMPUS CENTER
and books all around him. And in the middle of all his
supplies, he is blankly staring somewhere into the same
dimension Jim was.
—Rob Kaiser

PC DUKES
• 7:00 p.m.: The stream of people moving through
the front doors of PC Dukes indicates how popular this
establishment is. Outside, groups of people are hanging
out, waiting for their friends or even eating. It's obvious
people are taking advantage of the good weather and the
last minutes of daylight. Freshman Rcnec Sickinger sits
outside at her table with a hot dog because, "Hot dogs
are the only things left that I haven't eaten," she says.
Inside Dukes, lots of tables are still empty, but die food
lines are long. Among the most popular is the line for
chicken. It should be noted the only people getting a
healthy salad are females. Most of the males at Dukes
stand in line for hamburgers or pizza.
• 7:10 p.m.: The scene at Dukes is pretty much the

same as before. An employee walks around outside,
picking up trays left outside by diners. An aerobics
class must have just gotten out because a group of girls
in spandcx walk by talking about how hungry they are.
• 7:20 p.m.: The doors at Dukes seem to be a big
problem for most people. Long periods of time go by
where no one will use them, then 40 people will try to
get in and out at the same time. Also, JMU students
don't seem to realize two doors can open
simultaneously.
• 7:30 p.m.: Fewer people are sitting outside as it
gets darker. The tables inside are getting full and those
who aren't sitting down are bagging their meals to bring
back to their dorms. Sorority girls in matching T-shirts
are eating their dinners after the first rounds of Rush.
Also, stories about a fight at D-hall are being told. The
longest lines are deli and pizza.
• 7:40 p.m.: People are basically just eating and
talking. The most popular topics of conversation —
1. How much work people have to do,

Music. Friends laughing. The slamming of post office
boxes and newspaper dispensers. Venders on the patio.
Thundering footsteps on die stairs. Cash registers in the
bookstore.
• 7:00 p.m.: In the game room on the top floor of
the Union, 14 people are playing — or at least
attempting to play — pool. The distinction between the
novices and pros is easily made by who hits the cue ball
off the table and who doesn't. This is a male hangout —
10 men and only four women. Most of the people were
passing time (for 2 cents per minute, per person) before
reservations at the Steakhouse, where a line is forming
quickly. Four guys are huddled around the video game
"Final Fight" that simulates a boxing tournament.
• 7:15 p.m.: On the second level of the Union,
multitudes of people are waiting for meetings. The
schedule at the information desk suggests the number of
meetings decreases after 6 p.m.
DAY IN THE LIFE page 18
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Day in the Life
CONTINUED from page 17

• 7:30 p.m.: Most of the students
in the "Aiiport Lounge" are reading —
newspapers, magazines and textbooks.
Some are just using these items as
props for inconspicuous slumber. One
sleeper is less covert in his actions,
sprawled out and snoring across a
couch and coffee table. Several people
note the plants are indeed "unreal"
while others stare blankly into space.
The phones, unlike most times during
the day, are empty.
• 7:45 p.m.: The lower level of
the post office is vacant except for a
few girls standing around talking about
kissing. Others are overheard
lamenting over lack of mail.
• 8:00 p.m.: The back deck of the
Union is deserted, while on the front
side two girls are sitting eating dinner
by moonlight. A couple flirts
voraciously, while one stargazer looks
heavenly toward the deep blue
Shenandoah Valley sky.

served at D-hall, an athletic few prefer
to spend this evening in the stadium.
Several students have decided to forego
dinner for running, while still others
are demonstrating their athletic
prowess on the softball field. Whoops!
Strike three!
• 7:10 p.m.: Tension is in the air
over on the right side of the field,
where the score is 5-4 with no outs in
the fifth inning. Can they do it? Well,
if not there's always golf.
• 7:20 p.m.: One game has ended
and the teams are packing up to go.
Sorry guys, maybe next time. But on
the other side of the field ... we are
making quite a few errors fellas, but
overthrowing first is not the end of the
world. Every now and then a few
joggers round the track (possibly
trying to prevent the rounding of their
bodies).
• 7:35 p.m.: It is always nice to
see couples on campus — especially
walking together and holding hands.
Tonight the weather is so nice. Love is
in the air!

• 8:15 p.m.: Inside, the lounge is
noisier. A group of friends has a
"group hug" excluding no one and • 7:50 p.m.: The other game has
constantly enveloping other friends ■ ended as well now with a score of
who arrive. Their laughter permeates 14-8. Maybe overthrowing first base is
the room. One guy jumps over a couch not the end of the world, but it sure
where two students are reading the makes the game end more quickly.
comics to each other. The guy on the
couch is guffawing while die woman • 8:00 p.m.: I have moved to the
sitting next to him seems to be other side of the stadium now to
amused at the couch-jumper. Everyone observe the activities from a different
sitting in the lounge has their feet on perspective. The Sigma Nil team is
the nearest table.
warming up on the track. "Inlramurals
give you a good release, and it's fun to
• 8:30 p.m.: The comic couple is get out with my fellow fraternity
making a copy (at the girl's expense) brothers," Craig Smith says.
of the "amusing" strip. Upstairs at the
Steakhouse, students are cleaning up • 8:20 p.m.: Nothing new here in
after another night of cooked-to-ordcr the stadium, just softball, softball and
steak and chicken.
more softball!

. ->

• 8:45 p.m.: In the pool room, the
ratio has increased further — 14 men
and two women. Music videos blare
from the TV and many players are
staring at VJ Martha Quinn.
• 8:50 p.m.: On the front deck of
the Union, the "couple" still flirts,
more quietly and they are now holding
hands.
• 9:00 p.m.: There are two people
using the house phones and six people
are lounging, four of whom are drifting
into "Never-never I and."

ADVf RTlSfD mil P0tCV-E»ch of iheaa advefl<wd
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will otter vou voor cho*c« of a compa<aH* item
wh*n available reflecting the same savmqs o< a
fame heck which will entitle you to purchase the
advertised rt#m at the advertised pnee with.n 30
day* Only one vendor coupon w>» be accepted ne<
item purchased

• 8:30 p.m.: A few guys just ran
under the stadium to play racquetball,
and two girls in spandex are stretching
in preparation for an evening run. A
few people sit with me in the stands to
watch the game, but everyone else is
playing.
• 8:40 p.m.: One of the games has
ended now and a few of the players are
exchanging high fives and handshakes.
(They either won or are good losers.)
Sigma Nu's Marc Brown just hit a
grand slam.

• 9:00 p.m.: Everything is
—Katie McEadden winding down out here, but a few more
people have come out to run. If you
want to keep in shape and like to run,
THES1ADIUM
you'll have plenty of company here in
the stadium. Though it is primarily
• 7:00 p.m.: It's dinner time here used for football, the stadium also
on the JMU campus, and while most offers a lot to non-football enthusiasts.
students are indulging in the entrees
—KtDeSarno
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Low Prices.
And More.
WASHINGTON, EXTRA FANCY

Golden or Red
Delicious Apples
Pound

79
Ruffles "Light"

Potato Chips

0

BUY ONE

GET ONE

9

ts- FREE!

"100 CALORIE"

Light 'n Lively
Yogurt

0 8-oi.

X

IN THE DELI-PASTRY SHOPPE

Variety Pack
Cookies
20-oz. 24-Ct.

I

$

(REGULARLY . . . $3.59)

BUY ONE
GET ONE

Fischer's

Meat Wieners

SJ: FREE!

15C OFF LABEL

Aqua-fresh
Toothpaste
Hershey's
Candy Bars

I

* ,«
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-p\\ OV

4.34 -oz.

.6

0^89

\3 T.S

NONRETURNABLE BOTTLE
CAFFEINE FREE DIET COKE.

Diet Coke or
Coca Cola Classic
2 Liter

1

$109
12-PAK 12 02. CANS . . . $3.41
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Fueled by human emotion, 'Burn' sizzles
STORY BY
DESIGN BY

-(

Lanford Wilson's play, "Bum This," sizzles with
real human emotion and timeliness.
The scene is a loft apartment in Manhattan, where
choreographer Anna and her homosexual roommate
Larry, who works in advertising, live.

P

R
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I

As the performance opens, Anna has returned from
the'funeral of her former third roommate, Robbie, an
exceptional dancer who recently died in a boating
accident
Anna's boyfriend Burton returns from an excursion
in Canada to help Anna deal with Robbie's death.
Burton is a writer aspiring to create a love story of
"epic" proportions.
Anna bitterly tells of Robbie's wake to Larry and
Burton, vividly describing the hypocritical grief of
Robbie's family, who refused to accept his
homosexuality.
*They never even saw him dance," Anna says
disbelievingly, feeling the family could not have
really acknowledged Robbie as an artist or even as an
individual.
Scene Two opens one month later as Anna is
awakened in the early morning by someone beating
on the front door. Enter Pale, a rambunctious,
foul-mouthed — but intriguing — character who
Anna later discovers is Robbie's older brother.

TEE MORRIS/

'Bum This" characters Anna(Mamie Penning) and Pale(Scott Organ) engage in a heated discussion.
Pale has come to retrieve Robbie's "stuff." An
immediate attraction develops between Anna and him,
despite Pale's tough-guy facade.
Senior Scott Organ is perfect for his role. His
character is extremely amusing, yet displays the deep
emotions of love and guilt Pale feels about Robbie's
death.

TEE MOMBS/THE BREEZE

Anna (Mamie Penning) and Larry's (Chris Holloway) loft apartment serves as the setting of the play.

"Sometimes you just let it burn," says Pale,
drawing the audience into common understanding of
the pain of grief.
Pale eventually proves himself to be an admirable
and true character. Scott Organ makes Pale the
burning memory of the play.
Anna, well played by junior Marnic Penning, is
torn between Burton's security and Pale's spontaneity.
She must examine her true desires and decide a
direction for her life.
Junior William Heisler effectively plays the part of
the staid, earnest Burton. Heisler is energetic and
wholly believable.
Burton is idealistic but somehow too safe,
especially in contrast to Pale. He is the type of
character any parent would adore.
Larry, played by senior Chris Holloway, is a funny
character, frequently complaining but always caring
for Anna. He quotes a scene from the raunchy movie
"Lust In the Dust" and continually interjects
comments meant to shock and amuse.
Holloway captures this character's quirky emotions
marvelously, combining his strong voice with Larry's
stereotypical gay character.
The characters move realistically around the stage,
although at times may be somewhat over-dramatic.
The costumes are simple and realistic in "Bum
This." The dress enhances each character's personality.
The set is also simple, but could not be more true
to the life of a dancer. The walls of the loft apartment
have little decoration except for a ballet bar, and the
■UMseft 21
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Theatre Majors look
to break the stereotypes
Article by
Sara Murray

Art by
Essen Daley

Junior John Harrell wants everyone to know he is
"a colorful dresser, straight and a theatre major."
Many people believe theatre majors are strange
people who dress in black, recite Shakespeare at the
drop of a hat and break out in song and dance in the
middle of Dukes.
But is somewhat strange behavior actually a
prerequisite for being a theatre major?
Theatre majors agree a person needs talent and
dedication more than black clothes and an eccentric
personality to be successful in the theatre program.
Senior Candy Johnson thinks theatre majors are
"not weird but less inhibited and willing to express
themselves and take chances."
Almost every academic or social group on a college
campus has a stereotype — and theatre majors are no
exception.
But junior Scott Laske said, "you have to be weird
to do theatre." Laske believes "weirdness" helps him
deal with long hours and late nights required of
studying and rehearsing.
Laske is not the only theatre major who said
weirdness has its role in the major.
"Some of the stereotypes are right on the money,"
junior Kevin Mettinger said about labelling theatre
majors as odd or eccentric.
Theatre majors often are accused of taking easy

classes, but the courses require much more than just
reciting lines from scripts.
The theatre department offers classes in make-up,
directing, lighting and technical directing as well as
acting.
Junior Mamie Penning said theatre majors "really do
work!" She finds it frustrating when someone asks,
"Are you taking any real classes?"
Not only do these students take difficult classes
within their major, but many of them often shoot for

Balloon Headquarters
Mylar
Latex
Bunches

double majors and minors in areas such as English
and communication.
In fact, many students participate in theatre without
majoring in it
Senior Elizabeth Hatrick said "people get hung up
on majors." Hatrick has directed and acted but is an
English major.
Since theatre students spend so much time involved
with productions, they Find many of their best friends
on campus also are involved in theatre.
But some students agree that getting along is not
always easy.
"It's really hard to balance friendship and
competition," Laske said.
Because of the competition, theatre students are
stereotyped as having their own separate click — "It's
inevitable with the amount of time we spend
together," Hatrick said.
But Mettinger doesn't feel superior because he is a
theatre major.
"College theatre is a humbling experience,"
Mettinger said, "but in a good way," because it helps
students realize there are many other actors with
talent.
But Johnson thinks it is "important not to close
yourself off to just the acting world." She believes
that in order to be a good actor "you need to
experience life and meet all kinds of people," she said.

WE'RE OPEN!!

$2.95 each
$0.75 each

5 (1 printed, 4 solid) $2.95
10 (2 printed, 8 solid) $4.95
15 (3 printed, 12 solid) $6.95
(30 minutes notice needed for bunches —
please come in or call X3922)

n§x
GREEN SOUTH MAIN LAUNDRY
1596 South Main Street (Mick or Mack Complex)

Our Family Is Happy To Provide The Best Coin Laundry Possible.
Modem — Clean — Lowest Prices — Best Value
OUR FEATURES HAVE VALUE!
38 washers • 22 new, modern American
computerized dryers • Digital readout shows
Wash 60$ time and temperature • Accepts dimes and
Dry 25$ quarters • Controlled atmosphere for year round
(lOmin.
comtort • Cable TV • Lounge and snack area •
for25C)
Restroom • Coin Changer • Plenty of folding
area • Soap vending machine • Plenty of hot
water • Attendant on duty
Maytag Double-Loader $ 1.00
Convenient Hours:
Triple-Loader $ 1.25
Doily 6am - 9:30pm Last Load 8:45pm
433 - 1566

-Specializing InFvervthing For Greeks )•
Greek Sweatshirts, Hats, Stationery, Candy,
Paddles, Cups, Shot Glasses and More.
Also FeaturingParty Supplies
Balloons
Gag Gifts
Cards
Condom Jewelry
rOMF AND SFF ITS TODAY!!
Located In The
Spotswood Valley Square
(Near Kroger)
Open Monday Thru Saturday
10AM-9PM

432-0287
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elongated windows in the rear of the stage give the
feeling of spaciousness.
Alhough funny and thought-provoking, playwright
Lanford Wilson's work is somewhat predictable. The
stfl«j[ Jine contains the twists of modern issues but is
basically an unsurprising love story.
But love is not the only concern in "Bum This."
T)ie play also contemplates environmental worries.
Pale says, "Be a tree for a day" as he observes a
decrepit, filthy view of lower Manhattan from Anna's

apartment window.
"Bum This" urges the audience to take advantage of
today and express uninhibited emotion.
Director Steve Cardamone has spruced up the
performance with upbeat sound and sensual jazz
music.
"This is a hot play," Cardamone says. His
statement is uncontestable.
Directed by junior Sieve Cardamone, the
performance runs in the Experimental Theatre through
Sept. 30 at 8 p.m., including two matinee shows at 2
p.m. Sept. 29 and 30.

Moviewatch

-

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

Grafton-Stovall Theatre

Grafton-Stovall Theatre

Grafton-Stovall Theatre

• Thank God If s Friday (PG) — 7, 9:30

• House Party (R) — 7, 9:30
• Conan the Barbarian (R) — midnight

• House Party (R) — 7, 9:30

Valley Mall Loews Theatres
• Flatliners (R) — 2, 4:30, 7, 9:15
• Men at Work (PG-13) — 1:30, 3:30, 5:30, 7:30,
9:30
• Fumy About Love (R) — 1:45, 3:45, 5:45, 7:45,
9:45
• Wild at Heart (R) — 1:30, 4, 7, 9:30

Valley Mall Loews Theatres

Loews Theatres

Loews Theatres

• Ghost (PG-13) — 7, 9:25
• Darkman (R) — 7:30, 9:30
• Navy Seato (R) — 7, 9:15

• Ghost (PG-13) — 7, 9:25
• 1 Came In Peace (R) — 7:30, 9:30
• Men at Work (PG-13) — 7:45, 9:45

Valley Mall Loews Theatres

• Flatliners (R) — 2, 4:30, 7, 9:15
• Pacific Heights (R) — 1:30, 3:30. 5:30, 7:30,
9:35
• Funny About Love (PG-13) — 1:45, 3:45, 5:45,
7:45, 9:45
• Good Fellas (R) — call theatre for show times

• Flatliners (R) — 2, 4:30, 7, 9:15
• Pacific Heights (R) — 1:30, 3:30, 5:30, 7:30,
9:35
• Funny About Love (PG-13) — 1:45, 3:45, 5:45,
7:45, 9:45
• Good Fellas (R) — call theatre for show times

Loews Theatres
• Ghost (PG-13) — 4,7, 9:25
• 1 Came In Peace (R) — 3:30, 5:30, 7:30, 9:30
• Men at Work (PG-13) — 3:45, 5:45, 7:45, 9:45
—.—

\K WILLED OR FAINT PF HEAP

HANK'S
BARBECUE
Tfutt 's always something cook&ri at ^fan^s'

& CAMPUS
69 S. Liberty St.

433-5550

NEW CD SALE

148 Charles Street

PIT COOKED - HICKORY SMOKEt)
PORK, BEEF, CHICKEN

PLUS - THE BESt RIBS
ONTHEPLiNET
"Take a road trip"
OPEN DAILY 11-9

434-2657 or FA* 432-1079
so:*?.*:-:?-:-:-**:

Ulllllll

Special
with Student I.D.
Small Pork Sandwich
• Buy One •
Get One FREE

Grateful Dead "Without a Net" in store now!

NOW

LOOK FOK THE OKANC.F. *
MED MESTAUMANT

OPEN TIL 8 FRIDAYS

■

=■=■3

offer expires 10/11/90
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OPEN HOUSE
Gibbons Hall Kitchen
& Dining Rooms
* Saturday, September 29 *
Reception in

Guided Tours
f
°
* Renovated Service Lines
* Kitchen Area p
* Meat Prep Room
* Bakeshop

D-Hall 6
Refreshments
Special Food
Demonstrations

You are cordially invited to attend D-Hall's Open House
on Saturday, September 29 from 2 - 4 PM.
A reception will be held in D-Hall 6
(enter through Gibbons Hall, Entrance 6)
and all tours will begin from there.
The staff of Gibbons Hall looks forward to your visit.
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WMRA has listener growth, format change
laura Burke

„.
stqffwriter

You may not dig WMRA's cultural
programming, but according to the
station's general manager, Brenda
Hankey, JMU's public radio station
boasted about a 6.4 percent listener
increase this year.
Based on this year's Arbitron
surveys, a national radio rating service
equivalent to the Nielson television
rating service, 7.4 percent of the
Harrisonburg metro area population
tunes in to WMRA. Birch, the other
national radio service that rates
WMRA, gave it a 1 percent listener
population last year.
But Arbitron and Birch use different
methodologies to determine who
listens to which radio station, so
figures based on their comparison
might not match. Arbitron sends out
diaries to the public and tabulates the
recorded responses while Birch bases
its data on telephone survey responses.
Also, this is the first time Arbitron
has rated WMRA, which operates on
FM 90.7.
Hankey, who's been with WMRA
for the past 10 months, knows it's
difficult to determine an exact figure of
increase, but she considers 6.4 percent
a close estimate.
The survey companies provide radio
markets with specific listener
information in regard to gender and
age. Stations then come up with their
own statistics and can use the
information to identify listener trends
and fine tune their programming.
Based on the number of financial
supporters, WMRA has kept a fairly
consistent growth level through the

years. The station currently depends on
more than 1,000 contributors from the
community, who donated about
$50,000 in fiscal 1989.
Other financial aid comes from the
Commonwealth of Virginia, JMU, the
federal government and in the form of
state grants for the Radio Reading
Service.
The Radio Reading Service is an area
reading broadcast for the "print
handicapped," or members of the
community who are either blind or
physically unable to hold or turn the
pages of reading material.
Hankey said six months ago the
station aimed for a S percent listener
population within three years and said
it has reached that goal.
Hankey attributes this success to a
dedication to serving the public while
maintaining a high sense of quality in
program selection. Education has been
one of the station's biggest priorities
in its 15-year existence.
Yet Hankey is quick to mention the
station's recent program restructuring.
"Now we try to provide the same
kind of cultural and informative things
without the education per se," she said.
Changes include replacing jazz
programming with more classical
music and bluegrass, which have a
greater appeal to its audience. About
six months ago, WMRA brought in
its first consultant to help improve its
services. Craig Oliver, President of the
Public Radio Program Director
Association, studied Arbitron and Birch
data, spent two days observing the
station at work, and talked to Hankey
and the rest of the staff about their
perceptions and expectations of the
station. The station had provided him

K
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WMRA music director Steve Coghill during an afternoon break.

with tapes of past broadcasts to
familiarize him with the structure and
presentation of programming.
"One of the things we've found in
radio in general is that you have to
take into account not only what you
have on, but what people are doing.
There are times of day when people are
not in a position to be able to actively
listen to the radio," Hankey said.
Morning, evening, and night
programs tend to be more informative

and "foreground" oriented, featuring
news, public addresses, special reports,
and music from different parts of the
world. These are times of day when the
majority of listeners are on their way
to or from work, or at home.
"That's a key to it... you kind of
gauge your programming around
knowing or having a general idea what
people are doing," Hankey said.
WMRA page 24

Student entrepreneur buys Midway Market
Heather OTtea
stq/fwriter
For 23-year-old Jeff Trudeau, the American dream
has come to life.
On Aug. 9, Trudeau purchased Midway Market, a
convenience store on Warsaw Avenue just west of
Main Street in Harrisonburg.
Trudeau, a business management major with 28
credits left as a senior, has taken the semester off to
concentrate on running Midway.
Understandably, the young entrepreneur had
difficulty acquiring credit. Through financing and
'.Ipagyefluiring a£uiuaji|or,,^yrM Bapkpf Northern,
' V^nra'WafckedThl^VsWee^WesrJndriL '
Since the transfer of ownership from previous

owner and friend Darrell Berry to Trudeau, significant
with the Alcoholic Beverage Control Board, before
changes have been made. "I feel I've done a lot with
obtaining a beer license two days before students
the place, already," he said, noting the addition of a
returned for fall semester. Midway now is classified as
an off-premises retail store, licensed only for beer
new section.
sales. Soon Trudeau will apply for a wine license as
"I've brought my T-shirt business into it," he said,
well, which requires $2,000 worth of grocery sales
referring to Interstate Ts, a traveling sales company
based in Penn Laird, about five miles east of
per month.
Harrisonburg, which he and three other college
Trudeau is very conscious of ABC Board
students own and manage. The new section consists
regulations and thorough about his compliance. He
of custom printed, tye-dyed and official JMU T-shirts.
employs one full-time ABC non-student manager,
Trudeau bought a license to carry JMU paraphernalia
who is required to be over 21 years old, and five
from Collegiate Licensing in Atlanta, which will cost
part-time workers who all are JMU students. During
him 6.5 percent in royalties. He hopes to increase
his busier times, he employs extra workers. The stofe
that section of Midway's business as well as maintain
is open from 10 a.m. to midnight, Monday through
his saka in woceries aad bear.
• >■ <»»WAV .^ftnnjqy, and noon to m^ig|H'ftipp^!.VVJ wpst
During August, Midway had to prove its monthly
, MIDWAY page 24
grocery sales were a minimum of $1,000 to comply
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Midway.

WMRA

CONTINUED from page 23

CONTINUED from page 23

The majority of WMRA listeners are people
aged 35 and up but that's not necessarily the intent
of the station. As with most public radio stations,
the format came before the audience. It's not the
station is trying to attract a middle-aged audience,
but rather it caters to the already-established
audience. Hankey laments the fact that many
students haven't given the station a chance.
Yet she understands students' attraction to more
radical music. She considers WXJM to be
WMRA's "sister station" and important in
"serving the musical tastes of the students."
"That's what they're there for," she said. "And I
think that they're going to fill up a really needed
spot in Harrisonburg radio land."
WMRA originally began in 1968 as a
student-run station housed in Alumnae Hall. Larry
Ritchie, chief engineer, built the first engineering
station, and the Department of Speech and Drama
managed the programming.
In 1975, the station hired a professional staff,
and in 1977, the station relocated to Burruss Hall
to gain more space. In 1988 the station made the
move to its present location in Anthony-Seeger
Hall.
Today WMRA uses its "high quality,
professional" environment to train students and
serve the campus and community as best as
possible.

active hours are Friday and Saturday afternoons and
evenings.
As social chairman of off-campus fraternity TKE,
Trudeau has managed to maintain, if not increase,
Midway's success. "I've been here for five years,"
Trudeau said. "It has helped out a lot, being a JMU
student. People I know have come by and supported
me."
His plans for developing Midway are unclear,
though the extra space in the back of the 30 year-old
structure is a possible site fof a print shop, which
would alleviate the transfer of T-shirts from Penn
Laird to Harrisonburg.
Trudeau is the latest of at least four owners of
Midway Market since its opening as a beer and
convenience store over 13 years ago.
"I like owning my own business," he said. "I think
working for yourself is a lot more enjoyable — you
work harder."
Already, the young entrepreneur has learned lessons
about stress and pressures his business management
courses didn't cover. "When I first bought the place, I
thought I had a monopoly," he said. He reluctantly
added that his competitors seemed to take advantage of
the three-week lapse between licensed ownership
while Trudeau waited for his ABC approval.
Midway Market remains a convenient beer and
grocery store for local residents and JMU students and
will expand its T-shirt ventures in the future. For Jeff
Trudeau, the experience is valuable and hopefully will
be profitable. And for all ambitious business minds,
Trudeau's success certainly will breed confidence in
the American dream.

WSHA HUNT/THE BREEZE

Midway Market to a convenient place to pick up
bottled and canned beer at well as groceries,
kegs and other party supplies. JMU senior Jeff
Trudeau recently bought the business, located
on Warsaw Avenue, and is taking some time off
from school to get the place going.
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] James McHone j
^Antique
J
i

Jewelry;

75 S. Court Square
433-1833

J
51

silver jewelry.
| Class ring top prices!
* Must be 18 years old to sell with two valid ID'S please.
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Who's Who?

seafood»pastas»steaks*burgers»fish
sandwiches»salads»light lunches
breakfast • brunch • afternoons
espresso •cappucino • dessert
draft imports*wines*full bar

Students interested in applying for Who's Who in
American Universities and Colleges should pick up
application forms in the office of the Associate Vice
President for Student Affairs, Alumnae Hall, room 106.
Applicants must be graduating in December 1990, May
1991 or August 1991 and have already earned at least
ninety credit hours with at least a
3.0 cumulative grade point average.
Applications must be returned to Alumnae Hall 106 by
5 p.m., Friday, October 5,1990.

L

M

Casual. Affordable
Delicious
91 N. Main Street
Harrisonburg

432-6153

Monday - Friday 7am to 9pm
Saturday 9am to 10pm
Sunday Brunch 11 -2

Just past the Court House
Downtown

wktoH'tv*
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MARKETING SYSTEMS
& COMPUTER SERVICES
Will Be Interviewing

COMPUTER INFORMATION
SYSTEMS
and
COMPUTER SCIENCE
MAJORS
For Application Analyst Positions
WHEN: November 8, 1990
WHERE: Sonner Hall
Drop Off Your Resumes and
Sign Up October 1st and 2nd
at the Career Services Office
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Federal deficit might rise
if recession hits the U.S.
Jane Norman
USA Today/
Apple College Info Network
WASHINGTON — The federal
deficit could slide past $400 billion
next year if the United States becomes
mired in a recession, the General
Accounting Office said in a report
issued to two Midwestern senators last
week.
The report suggested that because of
uncertain economic conditions,
congressional and administration
negotiators working on a budget pact
should proceed with caution. In
addition, "the situation in the Middle
East calls for prudence in shaping
short-term defense budget decisions
while accentuating the need to reassess
the forces needed to meet future
post-Cold War threats," the GAO said.
Current calculations call for the
deficit to hit $230 billion during the
1991 budget year, which begins Oct. 1
— an estimate that has more than
doubled since the first of the year.
When surpluses in the Social Security
trust fund are subtracted from that
total, the deficit tops $372 billion and
could be pushed higher, the GAO said.
The agency, an independent
investigative arm of the federal
government, recommended Congress
and President Bush agree on a six-year
program to cut spending by more than

See our representatives at the upcoming
career fair October 3,1990 in the
Phillips Center Ballroom
2:00 - 6:00 p.m.

Mobil

®

Mobil is an Equal Opportunity Employer

asked Congress to come up with a
five-year plan to cut $500 billion, an
approach the GAO said would be "only
a first step" toward debt reduction.
The GAO report was put together at
the request of Sen. Charles Grassley,
R-Iowa, and Sen. J. James Exon,
D-Neb., both of whom sit on the
Senate Budget Committee.
"The bottom line of this 140-page
report is that the $500 billion currently
being targeted for reduction in the
budget summit will only get us out of
the starting blocks," Grassley said.
He also said he was disturbed by a
GAO projection that by 1992, total
debt will replace military spending as
the largest item in the federal budget.
Debt is expected to reach $3.93 trillion
by then.
The GAO did not make any
recommendations on how to plug the
deficit but offered some options.
Packages of military cuts ranged from
$70 billion to $120 billion, and
non-military alternatives ranged from
$45 billion to $170 billion.
Suggestions included taxing a greater
portion of Social Security benefits,
restructuring the nation's health care
system, reducing subsidies to business
and individuals, restricting scientific
and medical research and a phasing out
of farm price supports.

Western-style advertising
to hit Soviet Union soon
Kevin Maney

Please Join Us November 7,1990
for the Career Opportunities
Presentation
at the Sheraton Hotel
7:00-9:00 p.m.

$1 trillion by 1997. Bush recently

USA Today/
Apple College Info Network
This week, the U.S.S.R. is expected
to adopt its radical 500-day economic
plan. It's supposed to whisk the nation
from its current state of economic rigor
mortis into the world of fast-moving.
Western-style markets, business, work
and consumerism.
It's going to be a long trip. The
nation of 280 million people has a
standard of living about one-fifth that
of the United States — and it's getting
worse. Yet even in the midst of lines
for bread, decade-long wails for new
cars and near-worship of such mundane
U.S. products as McDonald's burgers,
Western commerce is flooding into
Soviet lives.
Consumers may never know what
hit them — especially when it comes
to advertising.
Moscow doesn't have many
commercial signs. Neon glows on
only a few buildings and billboards are
rare. But at one end of Kalinin
Prospekt — a main street leading to
Red Square — stands a big electronic
sign.

Sometimes the sign shows a
Coca-Cola ad packed with high-voltage
primary colors flashing against
Moscow's gray backdrop. The ad costs
Coke 13 rubles ($21) per minute. At
the dawn of radical market reforms, it
looks like a single all-out cola war
could leave most Soviets twitching
with marketing overload.
The consumer-marketing onslaught
soon will hit television. Soviets have
90 million televisions, most of them
color. They have little to watch on the
sets except white-haired men talking
politics.
But commercials are coming. A
study by New York-based consultants
D'Arcy Masius Benton & Bowles Inc.
tells Western marketers that "TV offers
the most promise" for reaching
consumers.
Video stores arc close behind.
Millions of Soviets already have
VCRs, even though the machines are
expensive — a basic Soviet model can
cost as much as $1,800 at the
commercial exchange rate of 1 ruble
for $1.60. The problem is finding
videotapes. No rental shops exist and
only a few stores sell them.
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NOW HIRING DRIVERSI

10"DOUBLEZZ

433-3776
FOUR STAR
PIZZA
425 N. Main Street
STORE HOURS: SUM-THURS 11AM-1AM. FRI&SAT 11AM-2AM
(Sony, WE DO NOT ACCEPT CHECKS)

l^mrnrn

COUPON .....

p.—

COUPON ...■(

ff^-W

COUPON ...., p.a-j* COUPON ■—|

I

PERCflDEB

MEAL
DEAL

ONE LARGE
ONE ITEM
PIZZA AND
FOUR 16oz
DRINKS

ONE LARGE
ONE R"EM
PIZZA AND
FOUR 16oz
DRINKS

UMTTEO
OEUVERYAREA
EA

J

COUPON ... ml
COUPON .

- PEROROER

lb...

DOUBLEZZ I
DEAL

DOUBLEZZ
DEAL

MEAL
DEAL

UMTS)
OEUVERYAREA
uru»„.»™ -

COUPON ...a*

TWO LARGE J
ONE ITEM
PIZZAS
AND FOUR
16oz DRINKS |

TWO LARGE
QE ONE ITEM
W

,^""~-"

^■■»

PIZZAS
AND FOUR
16oz DRINKS

.-..__.,

UMTTEO
DELIVERY AREA

'

I

COUPON ..■■
COUPON ...a

COUPON ...

COLLECT A TOTAL OF 10
PROOF OF PURCHASE SEALS

SUB
DEAL

(EITHER 10" OR 14", IT DOESNT MATTER)

TWO BIG
12" SUBS
&TW0160Z
DRINKS

& REDEEM WITH THIS COUPON FOR A

free 10" (DouSCezz!
LIMITED ■

■ ONE COUPON

DELIVERY AREA,

2 PEROROER

FOUt STAR' * * * #
PIZZA

VALO WITH COUPON ONLY

PARTICIPATING LOCATIONS ONLY

COUPON ..i
COUPON ...

COMBO
TWO SMALL
ONE ITEM
PIZZAS
AND TWO
16oz DRINKS
ONE COUPON

LIMITED
OEUVERYAREA

PER ORDER

!■■■■

COUPON

(ONE ITEM DOUBLEZZ)

433-3776

UMTTEO
DELIVERY AREA

I ONE COUPON
_

ONLY
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UMTTEO
DELIVERY AM*

I
I
I
I
I

■

I
I
I
I
I

COUPON ...■
COUPON ....

COMBO
TWO SMALL
ONE ITEM
PIZZAS
AND TWO
16oz DRINKS

(mix or match)

ONE COUPON
PER ORDER

LIMITED
OEUVERYAREA

PER ORDER

JMU DUKES SPECIAL
FOUR LARGE ONE-ITEM PIZZAS
$

LIMITED ■
OEUVERYAREA

I ONE COUPON
PEROBDER

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

UMTTEO ■
DELIVERY AREA

I ONE COUPON
PEROROER

COUPON
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Southern Conference considering expansion
CURRENT SOUTHERN
LEAGUE
Appalachian State
The Citadel
East Tennessee State
Furman
Marshall
UT—Chattanooga
VMI
Western Carolina

PROPOSED SOUTHERN
LEAGUE
NORTH
The Citadel
Furman
VMI
Eastern Kentucky
JMU
William & Mary
Richmond

SOUTH
Appalachian State
Eastern Tennessee State
Marshall
UT—Chattanooga
Western Carolina
Georgia Southern

ELLEN STERN/THE BREEZE

Steve Miranda
stqffwriter
No, the news isn't as big as Florida State joining
the ACC or the SEC expanding to 12 teams with the
inclusion of South Carolina, but JMU may be doing
a little conference adjusting of its own.
Southern Conference Director Dave Hart currently
is working on a proposal that would put the JMU
football program in a conference among the elite
Division I-AA football teams in the nation.
The Southern Conference is in the process of
deciding whether expansion is in their future and, if
so, if JMU is in their future. Hart would like to add
approximately four or five teams to what he believes
would be "the best I-AA conference in football".
JMU, a member of the Colonial Athletic
Association in most sports but independent in I-AA
football, would join the Southern only in football.
This creates a problem for Hart.
"Our constitution currently says that any team that
comes in must play all sports, not just football,"
Hart said. "At the present, we've got five schools that
would vote in favor; we need six."
The proposal consists of splitting the Southern
Conference geographically into two divisions of
either six or seven teams each. By grouping the teams
closest to one another, this would create natural
rivalries and thus, greater fan interest. Hart believes.
It would also give them two automatic qualifiers into
the Division I-AA playoffs.
JMU Athletic Director Dean Ehlers is much in favor
of the conference explansion.
"With conference affiliation, you have a chance to
play for championships," Ehlers said. "My
recommendation to the school would be that we listen
to what they say. [Head coach Joe] Purzycki has
always believed we should be in a conference. If he
[Hart] can pull it off, I'd recommend we do it. I
believe it would be the strongest football grouping in
I-AA."
Some of the other schools mentioned as possible
new entries into the Southern Conference include
William and Mary, Richmond, Georgia Southern and

Eastern Kentucky. Ehlers, like Hart, is a proponent of
the two-division system.
"You could play the five schools in the division,
two or three in the other [division] and still have the
opportunity to play two or three other schools out of
the conference."
Hart cites possible television revenues as an
important factor in creating the new-look Southern
league. Possible television interest in Division I-AA
is not out of the question.
The College Football Association recently pulled
Thursday night broadcasts of I-AA games off the air.
Ehlers is less optomistic about television revenues.
"It's tough to get TV to show [I-AA] unless it was a
playoff or a championship," Ehlers said. "It's not a
feasible alternative to showing [Division I-A]. We're
a level below I-A. It doesn't have the national
attractiveness that I-A does. I think TV would be
limited or nil," Ehlers said.
Some of the criteria for separating I-AA from I-A
include stadium size, number of scholarships allowed
and average attendance.
If the proposal is carried out, it would take about
two years before it became effective. Ehlers cited
previous commitments in scheduling as reasons for
the delay.
"Football in particular is a problem because
scheduling is done so far in advance," he said. "You
run into problems with contracts and so forth. It
would take probably two to three years."
If the complications are never worked out with the
Southern conference, Ehlers believes things probably
will remain status quo.
"We would continue to play as an independent," he
said. "We've let the Yankee Conference know that we
would be interested in joining, but that doesn't seem
to be going anywhere. And as for forming a new
conference — it's not feasible. There's not enough
independents around."
The vote on expansion won't be made until
December, when the Southern conference holds its
annual meeting. Until then, Hart said, "there will be a
lot of phone calls being made. We may just have to
wait until December when all the teams get together."

JMU's South Is on upswing
PavMPwry
stqffwriter
If Kevin South has his way, in years to come
you'll be able to say you went to school with
somebody famous.
South, a junior and star of the JMU men's golf
team, has professional aspirations and the
numbers to back them up. Numbers like a 78.S
stroke average his freshman and sophomore years,
a 7S.4 average so far this year and a third place
finish out of 80 golfers at the JMU Fall
Invitational held at Groundhog Mountain last
weekend.

South began playing golf with his father when
he was eight, and he's stuck with it ever since.
"It's what I love to do," South said. "I began
playing in junior tournaments over the summer
and started winning, and colleges started looking
at me to play for them."
~~
A highly regarded player coming out of
Richmond's Monacan High, South won the
Virginia State Golf Association junior
championship after his senior year.
JMU men's golf head coach Tom Hurt said, "I
SOUTH page 29

PHOTO COURTESY OF BUJESTONE

Kevin South (center) led the men's golf team
to a first place finish in the JMU Invitational.

'
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Tennessee at Auburn
Texas A&M at LSU
DSC at Ohio State
Colorado at Washignton
Florida State at Virginia Tech

Auburn
TexasA&M
Ohio State
Colorado
Florida State

Miami at Pittsburgh
Chicago at LA. Raiders
Cleveland at Kansas City
Houston at San Diego
N.Y. Jets at New England

Pittsburgh
Raiders
Kansas City
San Diego
New England

GUEST
PREDICTOR

Tennessee
TexasA&M

\Cbshington
Florida State

Auburn
ISU
Ohio State
MCkshingon
Florida State

Miami
Chicago
Kansas City
San Diego
New England

Pittsburgh
Chicago
Kansas City
San Diego
Jets

Miami
Raiders
Kansas City
San Diego
New England

Auburn
ISU

use

History Professor — and avid
Seminoles fan — Skip Hyser pools
his vast knowledge of the Salem
Witch Trials, Millard Filmore and
Malcolm X in an effort to upstage
THE PREDICTORS.

History Professor
SkipHyser

Auburn
Texas A&M
Ohio State
Colorado
Florida State

use

W&shingon
Florida State

Miami
Chicago
Kansas Civ
Houston

COM FRF

PROS

Auburn
Texas A&M
Ohio State
Washington
Florida State

Miami
Chicago
Kansas City
Houston
New!
ux cosne «wm nun WMSMEWSN /THE BREEZE

Loufs Barber Shop
and Styling Salon for $tf
Men & Women
Back To School Specials
Lou Bonadonna
Complete Style for
Men

Lois Kiser
10% Discount
On Perms

Special $9.50

(Complimentary Sample Of Kcnra)

; Kenra

Reg. 11.50
Expires Oct. 15
70 W. Water St. Harrisonburg, VA

433-0388

\ATLR.\1,S

778 E. Market St.

1 LARGE PIZZA

(On Toyota's only)
• Minor Tune-Up (4Cyl) $29.95
Install Toyota-brand spark plugs, check air, fuel and
emission filters. Inspect ignition wires, distributer cap
and rotor, belts, hoses and PCV valve (6-cylinder
slightly higher. Excludes 60,000 mile platinum
plugs).

• Free Complimentary Inspection
10% Discount on Additonal Work
$24.95

Drain cooling system and replace anti-freeze for
protection to 20-30 degrees below zero. Check al
fluid levels. Check battery and starter. Clean and
inspect battery terminals/cables.

emps
0

W.V.V- V».*4 fagg Made ff y RMUL

ELECTRONIC TUNE-UP SPECIAL

Winterization Special

T

■ a ■ ■ ■ ■_■

TOYOTA of
HARRISONBURG

Do it yourself special

!*™^

434-5375

2 PIZZAS,

1st Topping $1.25
Each Additional
Topping $1.00

A 10" One Topping
and
A !6" One Topping

ONLY $5.69

ONLY $9.99

Toyota oil filter and 5 quart of toyota oil...

$10.00

Toyota Quality
*l love what you do for me"

Not Valid For Delivery Expires 10-07-90l Nol Valid For Delivery Expires 10-07-90

745 East Market St.
Harrisonburg,VA

WE DELIVER!!

434-1400

All Technicians
Fully ASE
Certified

Offer ends Oct. 12,1990
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South

co m i n ^
F=F=UC»oSr

CONTINUED from page 27

Octobers;

Alternative
Free hots cfouevres
every Thursday 5-7

FbrMcrelnfermsfcni

JAMES MADISON UNIVERSITY
FINE

SERIES

THE COLLEGE OF FINE ARTS
AND COMMUNICATIONS IN
COOPERATION WITH THE
UNIVERSITY PROGRAM BOARD

Presents

^

^

considered him the best junior golfer in
Virginia the year he came out of junior
golf,"
South performed well his first two
years at JMU, compiling his team-low
stroke average as well as earning the
team's most valuable player award both
years.
"By virtue of his ability and talent,
he is automatically a team leader,"
Hurt said.
According to South, the team is
"playing almost up to potential" and "a
lot belter than the last two years." The
team may even be good enough to win
the 1991 Colonial Athletic
Association tournament. South said,
quite an accomplishment after a last
place finish last spring.
"Hopefully, we'll win," South said.
"I think we can play with East
Carolina, and we beat Richmond last
weekend (at the JMU Fall
Invitational)," South said.
South's personal goal is to win the
individual CAA championship.
"I've never played well in that, so I'd
love to win it," South said.
South said his favorite part of golf is
"going on the trips," and while he
doesn't really have a lucky golf shirt.

the uniform he wore at the JMU Fall
Invitational could become his lucky
uniform.
Despite ail the success golf has
brought him. South agreed the sport
has its downside.
"It's affecting my grades, it's very
demanding on my time ... all I do is
play golf," South said. He added that
"sometimes practice (18 holes a day)
gets old but the tournaments never do."
According to Hurt, South has the
attitude and ability to turn pro, but the
odds are against him.
"When he doesn't live up to what he
expects of himself in a tournament, he
goes out and tries harder the next day,"
Hurt said. "At Groundhog Mountain in
the last tournament, Kevin shot an 80
the first day, which wasn't a bad score
on this difficult course in the wind.
But Kevin felt that he was better than
that, and the second day he shot 72,
even par."
"There are so few college golfers that
turn pro historically," Hurt said, but
added "I certainly think it's not a
far-fetched idea."
South remains determined despite the
odds.
"It's s a long shot, I've got a long
way to go, and I'm going to try and do
it," he said.

Boxscores

I

JMU Results
FIELD HOCKEY

VOLLEYBALL
Virginia Tech d. JMU 15-10,
15-12, 15-9.
JMU record is 7-7.
MEN'S GOLF

Virginia
JMU

RED GROOMS
The Graphic Work
1957-1985
This ingenious exhibit features many unique
and witty two-and three-dimensional pieces,
etchings, lithographs, and screenprlnts.
Red Grooms' humor and brillance Is widely
recognized and adored. This selection of 39
works is showing at Sawhill Gallery courtesy of
The Trust for Museum Exhibitions in Washington,
D.C. Admission Is free of charge.
For more Information call Sawhill Gallery at 668-6407.
Gallery Hours
Monday-Friday 10:30am-4:30pm September 24-October 2l|
Saturday-Sunday 1:30 pm-4:30 pm Sawhill Gallery, Duke Hall
**********

Coming Soon
The Dark Side of Dance. Perfect for the Halloween
season! Ballet Theatre Pennsylvania performs
"Dracula"
Wednesday. October 17th
Tickets go on sale September 26th!

CallJMU-7000

1 1—2
10—1

GOALS—JMU: Heather Owen
5:03.;UVa: Kelly Daddona 29:51,
Amy Breen 46:01.
SHOTS—JMU 4, UVa 31.
SAVES—JMU: Laura Knapp 26;
UVa: Heather Christman 2.
ASSISTS—JMU: Debbie Blades;
UVa: Wendy Graham.
JMU record is 2-6-1
WOMEN'S SOCCER
JMU
Liberty

4 3—7
00-0

GOALS—JMU: Shelley Wilson
4:25, Nora Maguire 10:05, Jonnell
Berry 16:55, Chantel Schwandt
37:49, Dana Albertella 71:00, Kim
Tufts 76:00, Susie Pizzurro 85:00.
SHOTS—JMU 33, Liberty 0.
SAVES—JMU: Lori Grant 0,
Kim Baker 0; Liberty: Holly
Lightbody 11, Darlene Saczawa 3.
ASSISTS—JMU: Carrie Proost,
Kerri O'Connell, Tufts 2, Cathy
Reid.
JMU record is 6-1-1.

JMU Invitational results:
FINAL TEAM STANDINGS
(16 teams competed)
314-306—620
l.JMU
2. Wright State 313-312—625
317-319—636
3. Elon
327-315—642
4. Maryland
324-320—644
5.VCU
6.UNCW
328-320—648
336-314—650
7. Charleston
323-329—652
8. Guilford
331-324—655
9. Richmond
337-319—656
10. Liberty
336-320—656
(tie) Radford
INDIVIDUALS (80 competed)
1. Frank Lickliter, Wright St.
77-73—150
2. Davis Pashko, Wright St.
76-75—151
3. Kevin South, JMU
80-72—152
4. Chris Harrlow, Guilford
79-75—154
5. Jeff Forbes, JMU
79-76—155
Greg Sayers, Radford
79-76—155
Mike Grant, VCU
78-77—155
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THE FAR SIDE /Gary Larson

CALVIN & HOBBES//W/ Watterson

wn

A SMALL RED
SPACECRAFT
BREAKS THROUGH.
THE CLOW COVER
OF MVSTERIO
StSTtM PLANETS.'

AT THE CONTROLS, ITS
►toKE OTHER THAN COR
FEARLESS HERO,
SPACEMAN SPIFF.'

PILOTING OVER THE
LIFELESS WORLD. HE
REFLECTS ON HIS
UNUSUAL MISSION...

QUIZ.
I. 6»S«
..TO SOMEHOW CRASH
PLANETS fc AND 5
TOGETHER.'

IN A SCIENTIFIC MISSION TO
DISCOVER WHAT HAPPENS WHEN
TWO PLANETS CDLL\0E, SPACEMAN SPIFF DROPS AHCHOR.'

THE ANCHOR CATCHES
ON A HILLS\DE.'
SPIFF DOWNSHIFTS
AND GUNS
^
THE MOTOR!
**

IMPERCEPTIBLE AT FIRST, THE
PLANET SVOWLS MOVES, TOWED
ALONG 61 OUR HERO, UNTIL.,

...BREAKING 0R61T, PLANET fc
PICKS UP SPEED, HURLING
TOWARD PLANET 5/

"Oh no, Elliott! Why?... Why?.. ."

W ITU NO TIME TO LOSE,
OUR HERD CUTS LOOSE THE.
ANCHOR AND FLIES TO
SAFETH.'

"ME PLANETS CRASH, GRINDING AND
SHATTERING WITH AWFUL FORCE /
PLANET 5, BEING SMALLER, IS
CRUNCHED TO DUST.' ONU G REMAINS?

6*5

\

«* .

.6

TIME! PASS
VOUR PAPERS
FORWARD.

TIME?/ I JUST
FINISHED THE
\FIRST PROBLEM.'

Gamas you can play with your cat

AND SO IT GOES/Marcia D. Spencer

Ac-roany - ,-f
I «-eaily liK.«L 1-M«\A .a—wj
Sa»-»se oF U_t/>»> «rv. . .
vwe'll ever ^o o«_>*ag-a.-»..."

i

X

■^

■■■

»niiu

—

■ra-'fc' ■■
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Horizon Sure Tan — Is your professional
tanning center. Both UVA 8 UVB rays. Phone
434-1812 or stop by 1106 Reservoir St.

FOR RENT
OMe Hid VlHag* - Due lo an emergency my
room s tor ran). Rant negotiable. Girl only.
289-9681
Bowling - Hone stall 3 mies tram campus.
Includes area jumps. CeJ 432-3032 daytime:
434-5824 evenings.
Room - Between Hardys ft JMU. $160. Cal
896-2728

Study Abroad In Auahala - Mo on
semester, summer, January & internship
programs. All run under $8,000. Cal Curtin
University. (800)878-3696.
Picture Framing - For
students. Tom
Hawkins
Photography 879-9015

impoverished
Framing
8

Word Processing Of Student Papers,
Reports, etc. Judy Shaw, 828-2748.
Lott- Greal condition. $50.CalChns,x7131.

Y/iima*

One-Way Airline Ticket To Miami - Cal
433-5268.
Motorcycle - Yamaha Seca 750. Runs great,
looks great. With 2 helmets ft cover. $950.
Cal Scott, 433-3017.
Mscehneous Pair« Aduk 158 Roaalgnol
skis - Binding. Cal 434-5824 evenings.. Ask
lor Tom.

Wader Weight Bench - Excelent condition,
$50. x6056, leave message.

HELP WANTED
A Thousand h A Week - The
lundraiser that's working on 1800 colege
campuses! Your campus group can earn up
lo $1,000 in just 1 week. No investment
needed. Be lira on your campus. A tree gilt
just lor casing. Cal now (800)765-8472 ext.
90.
Greet Pert-Tim* Job - Average $15%. as a
Christmas Around the World demonstrator.
Cal 2894045
Attention College Business ft Education
Majors - Further your education through good
field experience 4 get paid at the same time.
Starting up to $1,500Ano., part-time. Call
434-5370 or 564-1781 local.
Students, Faculty, Staff - Want to earn
some serious money? Become hnanciaty
independent. Be your own boss. Set your own
hours. Call 24 hour recorded message
(703)432-7040.
Entrepreneur Type "A" Personalty? Earn
up to $4,000. Gain management experience
oncampus. Set your own hours. Earn from
$2,000 - $4,000 during this semester. CaR
now. (800)950-8472 ext. 25

LOST & FOUND
Lost - Prescription glasses maroon case.
Please call Lauren. 564-1965.
Bulova Watch Lost - In or around JfvTs
Friday. Sentimental value. I found please cad
David at 432-0544 for large reward.
Lost - Pink sunglasses. Steps of Harrison
Saturday. Please return to Harrison A1D2,
x6023.

SERVK?E$
Typing done in my home. Cal 432-1975.
i TypingjWor4Pr*eeee«ig^De*orah.To«i828-4064. 5 minutes south ol Harrisonburg.

Posters! Posters! Posters! Posters! PC
Ba»room,9am 4pm.Sept.27,28:Od.1,21
To Make The Moat Ol Your
Education?
Consider
undergraduate
research. Find out what your Iriends are doing
ft/or Mara your own work in the
Undergraduate Research Club. Everyone is
welcome! Next meeting is MM., Oct. 1 at 4
pmnM»er107
Get Thoee Outstandtog Parent
WCC 64 by Od 2.

bit

TKE Rush - Coma to Formal Smoker Coal
ftTk»,8pra

2 Males Nulled - Room(s) to rant lor
remainder ol school year. Shared utilities.
Forest HMs townhouses. Close to campus.
Cal (703)743-7639.

■Where's Dave? At Valentino's lor Logan's
Run. $4 tonight.
Grant - Hey likk. Brof! Have a great week!
See ya soon! Love, Your Big Sisl
Kevin Heft (Agassi) - I deeply regret
underestimating your tennis abetes. Your
game was remarkable ft you looked dam cute
in your pink spandex. Sincerely, KeK Yeatts.

- Cal John.
Homecoming Tarowdown Wkh Indecision
-Fn, Oct. 5 at the Back Room.

Fiero - 1984 4-speed. low mileage, excellent
condition. AM/FM radto, AC. $3,950 or best
oiler.
433-7858
weekdays;
4334726
evenings, weekends.

Guys - When it comes to friends you late the
cake (ft wear 1 tool) Thanks for another
awesome bwthdayl! Stax.

Wanted - Lead guitar, base, keyboard,
vocals for rock band. 289-4573

Yard Sat* Saturday. 8 am - 1 pm, 301 S.
Main St. Books ft mexelaneoui term.
$78 SlMp Sett ft
432-8622.

T-Shlrts - Iraq. Big Dog. Madison. Cal Nick
or Rob. 584-1223.

Logan's Run Benefit - Be at Valentino's
tonight.
Congratulations Jamie BaskarvMel Andy.
Christine 4 Mikey.
U£ Is Proud Ol Our Bcby Violets! You are
the best!

Haaylur - Thanks tor being mine! Love you
lorever! Bumblebee.
Back From A S—istat In Europe? Stay
involved wth the Studies Abroad program in
Students tor International Experience next
meeting Tues.. Oct. 2.5:30 pm, Keeze* 303
Ctoudine C - Your UZ Bxj Sister toves you.
Get psyched!

EAE - When I finaly comes together. AT is
ready to fraternize, mingle, hobnob,
pal-around, sip. gulp, imbibe, socialize, party.

Jessica - Surprise! Happy birthday
sweetheart! Even miss apart I remembered.
Have a wonderful day. Sent with all my love.
Brad.

AXP Would Lie To Congratulate ks New
Pledges of the Fall "90 semester: Terry, Jay.
Greg, Mich. John, Clift, Preston. Dave.
Owen, Alex, Brian, Draw, Ben, PM, Jack.
Malt. Man. Matt ft Matt.

Karate Lessons - Monday 4 Wednesday, 7
930 pm. Godwin Hall Wresting Room JMU
Martial Art Club. Open to all ranks ft styles.
Only a lew openings left. Cal 434-6824 or

Where There ere Zatts, There's Food!
Come with a dollar to the Row Thursday night
ft get rid of the late-night munchies.

CPR I First Aid Classes - Call 269-2906 lor
more into.

k's Not A Spring Fkng - It's a all kind ol

AT Loves Their New Pledges. You guys are
great. Love, The Sisters.

thing. AXQ Frisbee Fang lor Easter Seals.
Sun. Oct. 14.
in - The party was right on par! Thanks.

*°pby-

WMkw H. - Happy 21st birthday! The last 10
months have been wonderful! Here's lo the
future! I love you! Diane.

Peanut - Meow) (Just kidding, Vicki!)
Laura — There is a price on Lille Focfs
head

Waxing Poetics At JMs - Thurs., Sept. 27.
$4 cover. Sponsored by IFC.
Affordable Quality Greek Sweatshirts MM., Oct. 8. WCC. 9 am - 4 pm.
Leslie Grant - Happy belated birthday Irom
all the Brothers of Phi Chi Theta.
Phi - Welcome ft good luck with Rush!

IX

Players
50e Friday Hungry Hour
50« Fries, 50C Onion Rings, 50<f
Ciro's Pizza Slices
Firday5-9pm

liL Sisters ft Ptadges - Get extra psyched
tor our camping trip this weekend!
NSSLHA Members - Meeting tonight - donl
target - 8 pm. Education 127. Learn about
grad schools. Be there!
Together Meeting
Room, 8pm.

MM..

Any Questions
About Alpha Phi

CongralulBllona - To the Alpha Kappa
Pledge class ol Dab Sigma Pi: Lisa
Mndtttein. Mall Lesley. Cindy Hite, Cathy
Crews, Scott Giraon, Tim WHams, Mks
Manoukian, Angela Nkta. Paul Devine. Judy
Whip. Mary Gfcrat, Maw Lynch. Dawn
Weiand. Feleda DeBerry. Alicia Horion, B*
Freed, Tom Craig, Thong Nguyen ft Nicole
Rice. Gel psyched The Brothers
Adoption - Our children are priority. We have
graduate degrees, financially secure. Legal.
ConfktentiaL
CM
Carol
ft
Peter,
(703)684-2979.
KefJ- Congratulations on your XK bid: you!
make a great Sister! We love you. Amy. Staci
ftDeanna.
Waxing Poetic At JM'a - Thurs., Sept. 27.
$4 cover. Sponsored by IFC.
Together*! First Nesting - Help end racism
Highlands Room, Oct. 1.6pm.
Welcome Back Students - Shenandoah
lever Outfitters. Luray, Va will give students
25% discount with reservations. Call
743-4158.

Registration Continues!
Sign up Thursday in Alleghany
Room, Friday in Tidewater or at
our informational party on Sun.,
Sept 30,7 pm in the Highlands
Ballroom.
Every Friday At AXP - BY0B. Band
Parties, check it out.

IX - Would like to congratulate ft welcome
toe Lambda Pledge Class

Today) n£E sponsors MNM Arts! T-shirts,
buttons, crafts! 9 am - 4 pm, Patio!

Valentino's Tonight - Help support Logan's
Run.

AT Pledges - We're glad you dove in. Love,
the Sisters.

M Watte - Do walcha fte." Humpty-

Aim - rm thinking ol youl Mr. Blue Eyes.

AXP - Would like to congratulate the new
Little Sisters Pledges ol the Fall "90 semester

Julie McMahon - Have a great week! Love,
Your Alpha Sister.

Kimberly - Congratulations on your AXP

BC - Are you ready to gel wet with AT?
Love, your coaches.

Please call 433-8280
Denny - Congrats on your £N bid. You're
, | awesome! Love, your big sis!
Kara S. - How about dinner sometiime?lan R

Friday Night — The second coming of
Johnnies Heritage at Chi Phi.
Joel and Ahvood — Have a peachy day.
Jennifer
Jeff - Tuesday night might not have been
greal, but this weekend wM be! Love. Bonnie
Barcelona. Cute.
FKpster — You've got lo calm down those
house parlies on Monday afternoon Bubbles
end- mayhem, Thanks- tor the pleasurable
atlemoM.

Christy — This is the mushiest damn
personal that you wil ever get from me. Love,
Dave
Julie L — Get out of your dream world and
get a clue. Burl.
an — We are so psyched that you are now
an official stall member. Welcome to hel.
Tim Lank - Have fun as a IN pledge! Love,
your big sis.
Laura — Sherm. Fred and the cats ol the
world want to kiss you in your sleep. Meow

Oct. 1, Highlands

Today! nZE Sponsors MNM Arts! T-shirts.
buttons, crafts! 9 am - 4 pm. Patio!

Little Sister bidt Love. EK.

Glen, Jerry, Chris and Adam - Thanks lor a
great dinner Monday night! Love, the EN little
sisters.

DC
Resha - IN Congratulates you as our
newest Little Sister. TJooow"

Drew, Shaun, »nd Eric - Hammer is in effect
this weekend.

Doug — Donl leave me this way.
Lisa — Geeve tu me larje keess darlinc.
Keesn. keesie. Lub, See.
Happy Birthday Amy Leery! Love Ellenft
Joe ft the rest at the non-Breeze crew!
MerMe — You are pretty hot baby. Keep
burnin' Love, The Breeze.

No Joke Presents
Wood-N-Steel
Doug, Don & Red of New Potato
Caboose Live at
JM'sWed.,Oct.3

Congratulations Mekssa Mssat - On your
engagement. Love, AT.
No Bui - JMU Champion style sweatshirts
$27.50. Tomorrow. Harrison Annex.
Got Those Post-Party Munchies? Stop by
ZTA on your way home Irom the Row tonight
at the concession stand from 1230 - 2 ami
Merit, Kelly, Liurie, Tim 4 Brfcm-Youare
awesome! Thanks for al ot your help. Logan's
Run is awesome because ol youl
IN Congratulates Our New Pledges Charlie, Randy C, Tim O, Barf, Denny,
Douglas, Rick D.. Randy G, Mike G., Greg,
Chris H„ Brent, Patrick, Kerry, Mike J, Ditto,
Andre, Tim L, Mike M, Brian, Dave S., Chris
P.. Mike R„ J.W.. Dave P., Mark. Scott. Rob.
Joe ft Rick.
K£ - Thanks for showing us what Heaven is
Ike. We had a balst! Love. 222.
TKE Rush - Tonight is Formal Smoker!
Mandatory coat, tie, 8 pm.
HA Everybody - Jill Cob/5 21st birthday is
tomorrow! F.P.K.
Ladies No Cover Al Night - Men only $1
before 11 pm Thursday at Players.
Eagle Staff Is Awesome - (Even if yall do
small ike hawgs)! Love. MG ft Merry. Keep
up the good work!

KAP Congratulates Its Gamma Pledge
Class - Nathan, Bryan, Erik. Chris, Lee, Paul.
Adam, Doug, Jay, Todd. DM ft Rick. Good
luck ft beware! The crabs are coming - Crab
Fest "90 is Saturday.
Laura — I cam believe you are letting me into
your house. Wendy
Jen — I need a lull-page house ad! Help! And
order me some lood while you're at i. Love,
the stall.

'
FHpstor- Fred is a marked letne. Laura and
Ian
Heather (MPC) - See you OT Friday. Wear
something nice Brussell sprouts and potatoes
are hard to keep writing cute little sayings
about. Love MGPDOT

-*4
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DOMINO'S DAILY SPECIALS

CLOCK BUSTERS
You save money no matter
what time you call.!

Order a large one-item pizza on
Mondays between 7PM-9PM and the
time you call is the price you pay!*

lax included in all
Clock Busters price.

Additional toppings only $L35 each.

\\in\isi)u

111snu
Let's Make A Dad

Two Medium One-Topping Pizzas
Plus Four 16 or Coca-Cola*
$12.99 (pt...

FORTIMELY
SAVINGS!

We Accept Competitor's
Coupons at Face Value!
On Tuesdays only. well accept all pizza compeuior's
coupons at tall bee vahae, lor compel able or larger
Domino's pizza Lenit ont coupon lo be used prr order

s\n \un\

\\{\\n\

IHlRsPtt

tou gel your choice of one lopping, plus 100% REAL
cheese, on T»o Domino's ongmal crust pizzas and (mar
K cc books of cold Cxa-Cela* clan* or Diet
(oar* lot only $1199. plus lax1

M \n\\

Pepprroni Pizza Feast
Fantastic Meal Deal

Try Something Nov.'

$7.99^.,

Domino's MeatZZa Pizza Feast

*u (jet Domino's Bunery-Tasong Pin Pizza Crust, i
100% REAL Cheese, phis your choice of one lopping
andrwokiM BmoBofioldCoia foi«*.(oio«ly$7 00
plus lax1

Generous portions of pcpprroni. bacon. Saiusap ham.
6rdoublr 100%fealCheear

M

i tprciri prior!

Medium Pepperoni Pizza

Pepperoni Pizza Feast
$8.15 Medium
$11.00 Large

for $2.00(paa»»
When You Boy Any Large
One-Topping or More Pisa.

Loaded with extra pepperoni and lots of 100* HEAL
Cheese at a special price1

Gel a Medium Prpperoni Pizza (or J2 00, plus ux when
you purchase any Large Pizza with your choice of one
or more toppings

"tinted lo ensure sate driving Our drivers carry lees than e^ 00. and are never peneezedloc
late dokvants VaM a participating Dormnos tx a nmnad uma only

No coupon MM lo raoaem dairy specials winch are nol good in conaaxtion with any omar
coupon oners or specials Customer must pay sales taxes where applicable Deanery areas

IT'S TIME FOR DOMINO'S PIZZA."
Domino's Pizza and our Shenandoah Valley employees are dedicated to providing safe, quick delivery, and a delicious tasting pizza, every time you
order.. Wfe'll guarantee it! If you are not completely satisfied with your pizza just let us know and we'll gladly replace it free of charge or refund the
purchase price. If you have any concerns with your order just call local store manager.

To Order Call
31 Miller Circle
22 Terri Drive

433-2300

|^

$l750 oiff!

$1.25 Off!
Any Pan Pizza with One-Topping or More.

Domino's Favorite Pizza Feast!
Please present this coupon to receive $1.50 off any Deluxe, MeatZZa, Pepperoni,
Garden, or ExtravaganZZa* Pizza Feast!

0?

?$$t

Please present this coupon to receive $1.25 off any pan Pizza with one-topping
or more.
Not valid after 10/14/90

Not valid after 10/14/90

One coupon per wear yarn » piianteana i
meyvery Cononw oars la** !*■■«•* a
0u< dnvtrs cany Mt man 120 00 Our omen an m pwaktM l

433-3111

• tale ammo

cmoon pat on* VaM a mnneaani am only Not aM Mm any oeiar O*M Pneai
Cuaaomai pays laaa tax aaera ■eaaceeai OoavaryaraaswnMraaniuiiiaeiiinvmo
••an carry Ms a*i S?0 00 Ow Oman an not paaakno tor law aaavann

